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INCOME TAX.
BItEF O THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING INSTITUTIONS ON
TAXATION.'
ESTATE TAX AMENDMENTS.

This committee approves the amendment to section 403, R5u)division (b);

paragraph (8), of the revenue act of 1918, contained in section 403 of H. R.
8245, with reference to the exclusion front the gross estate of money deposited
in banking Institutions 1in the Uniteil States by ai nonresident decedent not en.
gaged in business in the United States tit the thne of his death.

This committee does not approve of the amendment to section 407 of the revenue act of 1918, provided in section 404 of H-.It. 8245, because it does not aid in
expediting the determination of the estate tax. TheIprovisions of the niendmacnt so far as they go toward the relief of the executor from persoml liability
and the extinguishling of the lien upon any part of the gross estate title to
which has passed to i bona fide purchaser for value tire approved. This committee feels that there should be an additional provision to help in the speedy
determination of the estate-tax audit an1 assessment, in order that the distri.
button which so very frequently is delayed may be made within the statutory
period required by many of the States. The following addition to the proposed
anmendnient is therefore suggested:
"Prorided further, That if the executor shall tile a return and the commissioner shall not within three months from the date of filing assess the tax
thereon, unless there is a imutual agreement between the commissioner and the
executor for an extension, then upon failure to so assess the tax, the executor
nmy file it petition in the United States district court of the district in which
the estate tax is filed, annexing hereto a copy of the return as filed. The court
shall thereupon set a date for a hearing and shall give 30 days' notice to the
coininissloner, and at the hearing the court shall determine the amount of the
taxable estate of the decedent, and the amount of the tax so determined shall
be final aid binding upon the commissioner and executor except In the case of
frautl: And proil,4ed further, That in any event tile executor, if he believes the
assessment to be unfair or incorrect, may likewise appeal to the district court
for a review of the assessment before making payment of the tax, and upon
the finding of su(h district court nll taxes found to be due, with Interest front
the date the return was (tue, shall be assessed against the estate, unless an
appeal to a higher court shall be taken."
The Importance of such a provision as is suggested Is earnestly called, to
your attention. There have beem ('tses in which, because of the delay In the
accounting for the Federal estate tax and the delay li the assessment by the
commissioner, it has been Imposslle to distribute an estate until after the
statutory time allowed for distribution by tle statutes of n State, and there are
Instances where the State authorities may impose a penalty for failure to dis.
tribute within the splcified time.
It Is extremely unfair to many legatees and devisees to delay the distribution
of many estates, and there Ias been considerable just criticism of tile delay
whilth has been apparently brought about by a failure of the Government malchinery in arrivitg tit the determination of the tax due within an apparently
reasonable time. While there should be every reason for the proper coerelon of
Individuals by the Government authorities, in case of failure on the part of
Individuals there is nt present no redress for executors and administrators who
desire to keep faith with their distributees.
'All references to It. It. 8245 are to the bill as referred to the Senate Committee 6n
Finance, under date Aug. 22, 1921 ....
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BASIS FOa DRTKRMINING GAIN OR LOSS.

This committee is opposed to the provisions embodied in subdivision (a),
paragraph 2 of section 202 as amended, as impractical from an administrative
point of view and as inexpedient from the viewpoint of the taxpayer as well as
of the Government. This provision means that the cost to the donor of every
gift must be determined by the donee when he dlspows of it. It means that
every wedding, Christmas, birthday, or other family gift, if disposel of, must
have the cost ascertained. Such A pr6vision is inpossible of fulfillment, and
therefore incapable of satisfactory enforcement. The administrative cost of
an attempt to properly enfoice such 4 provision will be excessive, and the prolonged delay necessitated In attempting to obtain the data required will provoke in numberless cases dissatisfaction on the part of the Federal authorities
and taxpayers alike. A satisfactory appraisal of property as of the date received it is in general possible to obtain as under the present law and regulations, but the unknown value of property at all unknown date to be determined
arbitrarily as in this pWovision places a power in the hands of the commissioner
and hip agents which is not only ilnexpetlent and Impractical but will be in fact
unjust, although ildmluisterej with the utmost good fith.
So far as the provislons affect a voluntary trust or trust by deed, the provi.
slol is distinctly unfair i tile case of numberless trusts which have been carried on and are being carried on after the death of the donor, aid the sane
lrInclple applies to all Individuals which tipplies in the case of such trusts.
here securities have become intermingled there Is no way of determining the
cost of certain securities of the same kind, as, for example, bonds of the same
Issue received by gift hitter vlvos, sotte by will and some ly pur(chltse. A
trustee with power to sell and reinvest will he llandicapped in determining
whether the yield on investment will not make disposition impossible. Icause
the yield oil tile new Investment will be cut down by a tax which will he paid
on disposition of securities held, and such a tax may not be ascerafinble intil
tile end of tile year. In many cases the increment recelved on the disposition
of such property Is merely an Increment in name, although perhaps large InI
amount, because owing to the Ihtlation of the dollar the purchasing value of tile
amount received is uo greater than tile purchasing value of the amount spent
for the gift at the time it was purchased, and this will be an additional hand.
cap to both individual and trustee.
This committee is In favor of the provisions of the revenue act of 1918 now In
force as applied to the dispoaiitfo of gifts.
It is recommended further that Ifj fi case of a reorganization, merger, or consolidation, stock of the old corporation is exchanged for stock of the new corporation and cash, unless the cash received is in excess of the cost of the old
securities, no gain or loss shall lie deemed to have been derived or sustained
until the new stock on securities have bein sold.
To accomplish this purpose it Is suggested that the following paragraph be
added to subdivision (d) of section 202:
"When, in tile case of the reorganization of a corporation, stock or securities
of the new corporation and cash are received in exchange for stock or securities
of the old corporation, the cash received shall be applied to the cost of the
stock or securities of the old company or to the fair market value of such stock
or securities as of March 1, 1918, if acqu red prior to that date, and unless the
cash Po received shall exceed the cost, or fair market value as of March 1, 1918.
of time stock or securities of The ol corporation no gain or loss shall be deemed
to have been derived or sustained until definitely determined by sale or other
disposition of such stock or securities."
DEDUCTION OF NW LOsS,

The committee approves of the amendment of section 204 of the revenue act
of 1918 contained In section 204 of H. It 8M4&
DIDU(

ON OF INTIrRNT,

The amendment of sectloq 214, paragraph 2 of subdivision (a), as provided
In section 218 of H. R. 8245 rhibilts a deduction of interest on Indebtedness In.
curred or continued to purchase or carry Victory 8t pe' cent notes.
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This (omnittee would call attention to the fact that these notes were sold
with the understanding that ilitereot on Indebtedness Incurred In their purchase
or continued to carry the same could he deducted. Inasmuch as loans for such
purposes are probably still carried by original purchasers, it iS unfair to change
the law In this respmet at this time.
DVcICTIOM Or LORRIvs.

The committee is opposed to the ainendment of section 214, paragraph 5 of
subdilv1ion (a) contained in section 214 of H. It. 8245, which provides that no
(e141ction shall be allowed for tiny loss claimed to have been sustained In any
sale or dislIxsitlon of shares of stock or securities made after the passage of
the revenue act of 1921 where it appears that at or about the date of such sale
or other disposition the taxpayer has acquired identical property in the mule
or substantially the same amount as the property sold or disIoml of, It is
the intent of the revenue act to permit the deduction of losses in determining
net Income subject to tax. The sale of securities in the open market definitely
determines the taxpayer's loss. This conanittee is therefore of the opinion
that a loss should be deductible If the amount thereof is definitely ascertained
by a bonn fide sale, and that the repurchase of the ecurity or other property
should not in any way affect the deduction of tihe loss.
DIWUCTION OF HAD DEBTS.

The committee approves the amendment of section 214, paragraph 7 of sub.
division (it) contained itn section 218 of H. It. 8245.
This amendment Is of particular importance from an accounting standpoint.
Under the present law, according to th Interpretation of the Treasury Department, it is necessary that a debt be finally settled in order that a loss may be
taken for a "bad debt" for income-tax purposes. This practice is clearly
unsound and is not in accordance with the intention of the Income-tax 11w to
have the return of the taxpayer clearly reflect the net income for the taxable
year. For example, it is not unusual that the collateral securing a debt will
substantially decrease in value, the debtor become insolvent, and n Portion of
the debt become uncollectible beyond any reasonable doubt. In such cases it
should be the practice of the creditor (and conservative business accounting so
reqttires) to have the account written down to an aniount which may be recov.
ered In the year in which tle Joss is actually sustained. The final settlement of
the account by the sale of the collateral may extend over a considerable lpriod
beyond the taxable year, and In such cases tie creditor under the present rill.
Ings Is compelled to wait until such final settlement, or long after is loss is
actually sustained, to take his loss iln his tax return.
This amendment is designed to give no greater latitude in the taking of
losses, but to permit the taking of a loss In the year in which it is actually
sustained, antl thus to encourage conservative Imokkeeping and to have the
income report for tax purposes as nearly as possible conform with the books
of the taxpayer.
It will also discourage time final closing out of accounts at a greater loss to
the taxpayer than would otherwise be sustained.
CONTRIBUTIONS.

This committee approves of the amendment to section 214, 'paragraph it of
subdivision (a), as provided in section 216 of H. It. 8245. but believes that for
uniformity the provisions with reference to a trustee should be added in this
section, so that the wording may be thne same as provided in section 403 as
amended.
BXNEFICIARINc, OF I STATKh OR TRUSTS.
The amendment of subdivision (a) of section 215 of the revenue act of 1918
contained In section 219 of H. H. 8245 is ambiguous. This amendment is evi.
dently intended to preVent the deduction of any capital losses of an estate or
trust from the ordinary income whit-h is actually distributed to beneficiaries,
The committee is opposed to this provlsloh for the reason that its terms are
uncertain and inojefinite and may be subject to various conflicting constructions.
PWSOMNAL EXEMPTION.

The nmnehdmnent of subdivIsion (c) of section 216 of the revenue act of 1918
contained in section 221 of H. It. 8245 allows an Increased personal exemption

to a married person of $2,50, providing the net income of such person is not in
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excess of $5,000. This committee is ot the opinion that the personal exemption
should be the same In all cases, and if any increase Is made such increase
should be uniform.
The amendment of subdivision (e) of the same section allows a personal
exemption of $1,000 to nonresident alien individuals regardless of status or
nationality. The committee is of the opinion that nonresident aliens should be
permitted the same exemptions as citizens and residents of the United States,
as a great many countries having Income-tax laws give similar privileges to
citizens of the United States.
INTZRICST ON DANK DWONITS OF NONMOSID NT ALIENS.
The cvmzittee approves the amendment of paragraph (1), subdivision (a)
of section 217 of the revenue act of 1918 contained in section 228 of H. It.
82415, but believes that the clause contained in parentheses should read as
follows:
" exceptt interest received from foreign traders or foreign-trade corporations,
and Interest on deposits with Individuals, partnerships, and corporations engagel in the banking business, paid to persons not engaged In business within
the United States and not having anl office or place of bus'hness therein.)"
The amendment of subdivision (e) of the same section is, In the opinion of
this committee, incomplete in that it losess not provide for property purchasfrd,
but only for property produced. It is suggestedl therefore that the words
"purchased or " be Inserted i)efore the word " produced " li lines 7 and 9 on
page 27.
ENTATH8 AND TRUSTS.

The committee Is of the opinion that the amendment of section 219 of the
revenue act of 1918 contained in section 225 of H. It. 8245 can be stated more
clearly, and therefore suggests that the following he substituted therefor:
" Sic. 219. (a) The tax hnimlSed by this title shall apply to estates and trusts,
which tax shall be levied, collected, and paid nnmually upon and with respect
to the Income of estates or of any kind of property held in trust, including:
" (1) Income received by estates of deceased persons during the lperod of
administration or settlement of the estate;
" (2) Income accumulated in trust for the benefit
0 of unborn or unascertained
persons or personwi with contingent Interests;
" (8) Income held for future distribution under the terms of the will or trust;
" (4) Income which Is to be d'strlbuted to the beneficiaries periodically,
whether or not at regular Intervals;
" (5) Income cilected by a guardian of an infant to be held or distributed
as the court may direct; ammlu
" (0) Income of an estate which during the period of administration or settlenvit Is properly paid or credited to any legatee, heir, or other benlefielary.
" (h) The fiduciary shall be responsible for making the return of income
for the estate or trust for which lie nts, whether such income be taxable to
the estate or trust or to the beneficiaries thereof. In cases under paragraphs
4 and 5 of sululivislon I of this section the fiduciary shall Include In the return
t statement of each beneficlary's distributive share of such net income, whether
or not distributed before the close of the taxable year for which the return Is
made.
"(c) The net Increase of an estate or trust shall be computed in the saine
manner and on the same bas!p as provided in tis title for Individual taxpayers,
except that there slall also he allowed as a deduction from the gross income any
amount which pursuant to the terms of the will or hd. creating the trust is
during the taxable year paid to or permanently set aside for the use of the
United States, any State, Territory, or any political subdivIslolin thereof, or the
District of Columbia, or to or for the use of any corporation or assocattion or
community chest organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to
,.children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
of any private stockholder or Individual.
"(d) In cases under paragraphs (1), (2), and (8) of subdivision (a) of
this section the tax shall be Imposed upon the estate or trust as an entity,
and shall be paid by the fiduciary: Provided, That In determining the net
income of the estate of any deceased person -during the period of adminis.
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traton or settlement under paragraph (1) of subdivision (a), there may be deducted the amount of tiny Incoine properly paid or credited to any legatee, heir,
or other beneficlary. In such cases the estate or trust shall be allowed the same
credits as are allowed to single persns under section 15 of this title.
"(e) In cases under paragraphs (4), (5), and (6) of subdivision (a) of this
section the tax shall not be imposed upon the estate or trust as an entity and
pald by the fiduciary, but there shall be Included In computing the net Incone
of each beneficiary his distributive share, whether distributed or not, of the net
income of the estate or trust for time taxable year, or, if h0s net Income for such
taxable year Is computed Ipon the basis of a period different from that upon the
basis upon which the net Income of the estate or trust is omputed, then his distributive share of the net income of the estate or trust for any account51g
period of such estate or trust ending within the fiscal year or calendar year
upon tile bas!s of which such beneficrnry's net Income Is computed."
In view of the above provis'.on it Is also suggested that section 225 of tile
revenue act of 1918 be amended to read as follows:
225. (a) That every fiduciary (except receivers appointed! by authority
of law In p)ssession of part only of the property of a taxpayer) shall make
under oath a return for the Individual, estate, or trust as follows:
"(1) If acting for an Individual whose entire income from whatever source
derived is in his charge and the net Income of such individual Is $1,000 or over
If single or If married and not living with husband or wife, or $2,tM) or over If
married and living with husband or wife.
"(2) If acting (a) for an estate of it deceased person during the period of
administration or settlement, whether or not the Income of such estate during
sti period of administration or settlement is p)roperly pald or credited to any
legatee, heir, or other beneficiary ; (b) for on estate or trust the inome of which
is neimnulted in trust for the benefit of unborn or unmsertalned persons or
persons with contingent Interests; or (c) for an estate or trust the Income of
whch is held for future dlstr'buton under the terms of the will or trust: Provided, That tile net i10ne of such estate or trust is $1,000 or over.
"(3) If acting (a) for an estate or trust the Income of which is to be digtributed to the beneficiaries periodically, or (b) as the guardian of an Infant
whose Income is to be held or distributed 11s the court aily direct: I'roided,
That any- beneficiary of such estate or trust received or is entitled to a distributive share of the income of the estate or trust of $1,000 or over.
"(b) The return made by a fiduciary shall state specifically the items of tile
gross Income and the deductions, exemptions, and credits allowed by thIs title.
Under such regulations as the commissioner may prescribe, a return made by
one of two or nore Jo!nt fidue'arles shdll be it sufficient conpliance with the
above requirement. The fiduciary shall state under oath that he hms sufficient
knowledge of the affairs of the individual, estate, or trust for whom or which be
ncts to enable hni to make the return, and that the same Is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, true and correct. Fiduciarles required to make returns
under this title shall be subject to all tile provisions of this title which apply to
Individuals.
"(c) The executor, administrator, or personal representative of a deceased
person shall be required to file a return of the Income of such deceased lIrson
for the period intervening between the beginning of the taxable year and tile
date of death of the deceased, and such return shall Include all interest, rents,
and other fixed and determinable Income accrued to the dnte of death.
"For the purpose of determining Ineone accrued to (late of death of a decedent, which Income should be included In the Income-tax return for such period
to the date of death, the practice of accounting of the probate, surrogate, or
other court of the State In which the decedent died a resident shall govern, and
in the case of a nonresident alien the accounting practice of the S'tate In which
any ancillary letters may be taken out with respect to property located in such
State or accounted for by any executor or administrator i a given State shall
govern with respect to the accounting for Federal Income-tax purposes as to
accrued Income.
"(d) The executor, administrator, lrsonal representative, or estate of it
deceased lrson shall not be liable for tax on any return filed prior to the death
of the decedent unless notice and demand of such tax is served upon the executor, administrator, or personal representative within one year after notice of
the death of the deceased Is given to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and
to the collector of internal revenue of the district In which the deceased was a
resident at the time of his death."
6Mxc.
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WITHHOLDING AT SOURCE.'

The committee is of the opinion that section 221 of the revenue act of 1918,
as amended by section 227 of H. It. 8245, Is not clear, and would Suggest in lieu
of the words "in the cases provided for in subdivision (b)," In line 18, page 84,
the following: "income received as interest on obligations described in subdivision Mb."
CRDIT FOB TAUxS.
Tile committee opposes the amendment of paragraph 5, sugdIvislon (a) of

sectlon 222 of the revenue act of 1918, as provided in section 228 of H. It. 8245,
and a similar amendment to subdivision (a) of section 288 of the revenue act

of 1018, provided in section 240 of H. It, 8245, and approves the provisions contailed in the existing law.
COMMUNITY CHEST, KTC.

Tile connimtee approves of the amendment of subdivision 0, section 281, of
the revenue act of 1918 contilned in section 23 of H. It. 8245.
TAX-FRICS COVENA14T BONDS.

The committee would suggest that paragraph 8 of subdivision, (a) of section
234 of the revenue act of 1918, as amended by section 239 of It. R. b245, he
amended hy the addition of tile following words: " whether Individual, corporation, partnership, or fiduciary." This addition is deemed advlsable to describe definitely the obligee.
PENALTY FOR " NraLIOENCc."

The committee is of the opinion that the penalty Imposed by subdivision (h)
of section 250 of the revenue act of 1918, as amended by section 251 of H. R.
8245. for understatement in return due to negligence, should be (nfined to interest at the rate of one-half of I per cent per month. Negligence is too broad a
term upon which to assess a high penalty. Many people Innocently make
erroneous returns due to lack of knowledge of complicated rules and regulations. There Is no intent on the part of such taxpayers to defraud the Government, and it is unjust to impose the high lienalty prescribed In the bill,
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY OF EXiCUTOR, XTC.

Tile committee reconunends that subdivision (d) of section 250 of the revenue
act of 1918 as amended by section 252 of H. R. 8245 be changed by the elimination of the words beginning on line 3, page 55, as follows;
"IProvided, That In the case of income received during the lifetilne of a decedent, all taxes due thereon shall be determined and assessed by the commissioner within one year after written request therefor by the executor,

administrator, or other fiduciary representing the estate of such decedent."
The committee recommends that there be substituted in lieu thereof in section 225 of the revenue act of 1918 subdivision (d) as it appears on page 7

of these recommendations.

OF INFORMATION.
RETURNS
/

Tile committee Is opposed to the amendment of section 256 of the revenue act
of 1918 contained in section 2N of H. R. 8245. The burden now placed upon
employers with respect to returns of information is onerous. To change tile
provision as Indicated In the amendment will greatly add to the present volume
of work and at the same time will not materially aid the department In checking
up returns. It con be readily seen that If every employer is required to make
a return for laborers who receive $8.50 per day and who are constantly changing
employment the administrative difficulties of enforcing the provision as amended
would be Insurmountable.
AGREEMENT FON FINAL ASSISBMNT.

This committee approves the principle of section 1001 of H. U, 8245, but i4
of the opinion that the particular provision is unoevessarlly complicated and
involved. This committee therefore recommends that the following be Included
In lieu thereof:

SUP14TEMENTAL BRIEFS ON REVENUE ACT OF 1921.
"S c. 1001. Upon tile application of any taxpayer, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, under regulations prescribed by hhn and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, way, by agreement with such taxpayer, make an assessment of taxes which shall be final and binding on both the Oovernment and
the taxpayer and which shall not be set aside, Increased, or diminished except
in case of false or fraudulent returns of Income."
RMlUSMS OF NON3MS1DaNT ALIENS.
The committee is of the opinion that the time for filing returns of nonresident
aliens and foreign corporations is entirely too short. It is therefore recom.
mended that section 221(a) be amended to provide that returns of nonresident
alien individuals, corporations, and partnership shall not be due until the 15th
day of the ninth month following the close of the fiscal year of the taxpayer,
or If the return is made on the basis of the calendar year on or before September
15 of the year following the taxable year. If the extension is granted It should
be provided that the full amount of tax shall be paid when the return is filed.
CERIFICATE8 RICQUIBED BY PARAOIAPH 4 OF SCHEDULE A, TITLE X, OF THE SEVENVU
ACT OF 1918.

The committee recommends that paragraph 4 of Schedule A of Title XI he
amended by eliminating the words "but such deliveries or transfers shall be
accompanied by a certificate setting forth the facts."
This provision was wo impractical and impossible of fulfillment that the rilIngs thereon were mnoditled, and the Inexlwllency of this requirement Is obvious.
BRIEF OF JULIUS HAUMANi,

NEW YOK CITY.

I Ibelleve that one point in the tax question has not been property presented,
and that is the failure to favor Income from earnings over incomes from
Investments.
During the late emergency It was necessary to act quickly, but I believe it id
now tMe desire of your committee to have the tax matter placed upon a sound
foundation.
Most of the residents of this country, Including those engaged it professional
vocations, depend upon earned Incomes, and such Incomes are subject tollharlls
not found at all or only slightly found in incomes from investments. The continuance of an earned Income of a prudent Individual depends upon health,
employment, age, continuance of good times, and many other matters over
which the wage earner Ias no control. An error.hy a lawyer or it doctor Is apt
to meuan the total and permanent ruin of a means of livelihood of many years
investments nade with prudence only requires the
building. An income front
clipping of the coupons. A permn who derives income as an employee or
from Ibing isrsonally engaged In a business In which a nomhial capital Is
Involved should not be taxed as much as a person deriving an income front
Investments, the ownership of a store, etc. The question of Invested capital its
it basis for tax Is not Involved In my. contention, but the risk of permanence of
an earned income Is Involved.
Several foreign countries have recogolzed the Injustice of laying an equal tax
upon an earned Income and an Income- from Investments.
Referring to the present English law, Chambers's Income Tax (fourth edition, 1920 budget), says, at page 8: ,
"Indeed, it Is Important to notice that under the new 1920 code the area of
relief Is greatly extended. That results from the fact that the various allowances are now given without any limit of income."
1
At page 9:
"Tie relief In respect of earned Income Is another benefit to which every one
with an earlied Income Is entitled, no matter how large the income, and though
fie can make out no claim to any of the special allowances which are noted
below."
At pages 15'anI 16:
"In a sense ary Investment 'earns' Interest or dividend, but that is not the
weaning of the word for lncometax purposes. The Idea is *income earned by
personal exertions, not by capital, But in the case of a business no, distinction
is drawn betweent tile earnings of the capital employed In It and the exertions
of tile business man or men whose business it is; all Is classed as earned Income.
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In saying this, we refer to individuals carrying on business alone and to partner#ihp, but not to incorporated companies. * * * Further, the earned
income privilege Is extended to any pension, superannuation, or other allowance, deferred pay, or compensation for loss of office, given in respect of the
past services of the individual, or of the husband or parent of the individual,
in any office or employment, or given to the individual in respect of the past
services of any deceased person, whether the individtial, or husband or parent,
shall have contributed or not.
"The hpotance of this is thet the tax beiiefit attaching to earned income Is
extended to persons who do not and did not earn It-for example, widows and
children in receipt of allowances given for services rendered by the husband
or father, or parents or sisters in receipt of allowances given for services rendered by a deceased son or brother,"
A storekeeper may or may not be treated as a person who for the purposes
of taxation earns an Income.
The booklet which was prepared In 1918 by the United States Government
Printing Office, legislative reference division of the Library of Congress, for
use by the Committee on Ways and Means, therein shows the then existing law
in Englnd and France to have favored earned Incomes (p. 10).
In France the exemption granted incomes front pensions and lift annuities
was 1.250 francs, while the exemption granted to the reclp'ents of salaries was
1,500 francs (p. 86). An income derived from professions was itlso favored
(p. 38). The tax rate on each of the foregoing kids of income was 8.75 per
cent. An income front transferable securities (no similar exemption be'ng
relrtd fn said booklet) wits taxable at 5 per cent (p. 39).
The following applies to the existing law, but the same illustrations will
apply to the prolmwed law after the changes in the tux rates are taken Into
consideration. The personal exemptions and the partial exemption of the first
$4,000 will be disregarded.
Assume that a man w:th $10,000.000 carefully invests the same to yild a
taxable income of 5 per cent, or $500,000 a year. The tax rate would be the
normal tax of 8 per cent, and the highest surtax applicable would be 08 per
cent additional, or a total tax of $803,510.
A corporation with a taxable In!onme of $50,000 would pay a tax of 10 per
cent, and if It had practically no Invested capital, but was not a personal service
corporatloln, it would pity under circunimstances most unfavorable to it almost
40 per cent more, subject to various deductions, but in reality the tax rate
would be considerably less than 50 per cent of the net Income, or less than
$250,00. Under the proposed law the corporation would pay 15 per cent, or
$75,000.
Assunlng an Individual. Rs" a result of Initlitt've but a small Investment,
earned $500,000 (tile illustration would apply equally well if a smaller figure
be used) tile tax under the existing law would be exactly the same ats that
assessed upon the sane amount of Income from Investments, I. e.. $803,510.
Assuming that the rate of surtax upon much an income when received by an
individual Is reduced to about 32 per cent, such a tax together with the normal
tax upon the $500,000 would greatly exceed the 15 per cent assessed ulpon at cor.
poration with the same Income.
In view of the fact that in many such cases the present tax laws havo
favored corporations rather than Individuals, It only seems fa'r to hive the
repeal of the excess.profits tax take effet at or subsequent to the thie when
the reiluction of the surtaxes/upon the Icomes of individuals takes effect.
Without Including an income front an. Invention, wlichi under our present
law, receives protection for years, but referring especially to an income front an
Idea or an Income that is received In one year from the culmination of the
efforts of several years' work, it is manifestly unfair to tax such an income
as much as an income derived front Investments.
To argue that the developer of the idea should incorporate is useless In view
of section 220, which provides that when a corporation is formed or availed
Vuf for the purpose of preventing the imposition of surtaxes the stockhlders
shall be subject to taxation upon the earnings both distributed and undistributed. The pending bill has a provision for imposing upon the earnings of
a corporation formed for such purpose a special tax in addition to the regular
tax. The law both pending and prospective penalizes a person who is unfortunate enough to have his income accrue from an idea or from earnings.
A further objection to the forming of a corporation which does business in
this and foreign countries Is the disadvantage under which such a corporation
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labors
Intransacting Its business with its foreign clientele. While it istrue
that a corporaton has become favorably, looked upon in the United States, in
many instatices corporations are not so favorably regarded abroad. The foreigner in his business dealings looks in the main to the character and personnel
of the individual with whom he trades in a far greater degree than to the mere
financial responsibillity of the individual, partnership, and corporation. This
statement applle9 not only toslimporting, exporting, and dealers in foreign ex-

change and commercial paper but as well to, banking.

Foreign trade. and particularly exports, are essential to the success of Amer.
lea annd the continuous employment of its citizens. What Cou(ld be more unfair
to individuals than Senate bill 630, which by its terms entirely exempts from
Federal taxes Americain corlx)ratloni formed solely for purposes of foreign
trade. The bill is correct in principle, but should also include so much of the
hnalnes of an Individual or partnership as way be foreign trade and also
dealing in foreign exchange, for without dealers in foreign exchange, which is

a very hazardout business, there could be no foreign trade.
DRIE7 OF XANUFACTURR' APPRAISAL CO.
"

PUMA, 1.1-11KA. April 13, 1021.

Hon. Boirs PKNro5g,
United States Senator, Washington, D. 0.
DEAit Sint You may remember that just prior to the passage of the 1918
Income-tax law I wrote a comnmudcation In the Philadelphia Public Led4ger
calling attention to the absurdities of the practice of applying annual rates of
depreciation to IndustriaI and other properties nitconnetition with Ineone-tax
returns. You may remember that I suggested that depreciation judgment
should be applied so as to describe the effect of things that actually happened,
rather than for the wrong factor of age, and tlt there was inserted In the
law a provision for deduction of depreciation, If any, due to obsolescence. It
was a point that my communication in the Public IA,4ger urged-that depreciation should be specifically Judged for considerations of mechanical deterorhtlon,
obsolescence, and lack of utility.
Some of the most bizftrre results have been olitained li the recent alpplication to plants of our clients of " age-rate " depreciation. One Philadelphia concern which has a plant worth at least $800,0( has been cut down to a present
valuation of $l,O00, although the plant is In splendid operating condition.
In a recent communication from Prof. T. S. Adams (who has been an advisor
to the Treasury Department on tax matters), In reply to a letter from me calling
attention to the Incorrectness of the practice of applying annual rates of depreclaton, lie seemed to think there was nothing else to do than to apply what
lie called " conventional " rates, and, where there were reasons for making
ex(citiloin to

do so.

I find, after some Inquiry, that there is In the administrative department of
the Internal revenue ofllce no clear idea on the subject of value and valuation,
and certainly no uniform method of consideration of the subject of value in
the administration of the Income-tax law. Presumably they have experts along
other lines, but I have so far failed to learn of the employment of expert
appraisers.
I feel that in the preparation of the new income-tax law I could be of sone
real assistance If the legislative authorities wished me to assist In working out
a plan that wouhl bring about uniformity In the methods of valuation of properties In connection with the Income-tax law.
The whole subject of value and vacation is one that is generally misunderstood. There are a number of appraisal orgahni.atios like my own which have
developed standards of appraisal, different somewhat in their metho(ds of collection of facts and Iii the consideration of depreciation. The science of appraisal has developed to such an extent that the collection and classification of
lists of materials in buildings and machinery and equipment in Industrial plants
is now a matter of routine requiring expert appraisers to (1o the work with
facility; but In the subject of depreciation lies the true science of valuation
work.
Depreclable property does not depreciate regularly bl years, and consequently
age or annual rates are not the proper bases for appraising depreciation. Our
plan is to ascertain first the cost of new reproduction, or what Is generally
known as the replacement cost as of a given datei and then to segregate the
so-called scrap value, It any, the remainder being what is called the depreciable
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value. If a machine or other item contains materials which would have ft
market worth after the machine value has been completely destroyed, thed'
depreciation judgment should be applied to the nmchine value only, omitting
the worth of the materials remaining after the machine value has become void.
There are three or four classes of depreciation, and when the problem is
presented In the way suggested It Is possible for the appraiser to express his
judgment clearly and effectively so as to show. in percentage or lump amount,-

the 16mened usefulness under headings which may be described as follows:
1fICcHANIOAL DETIRIORATION.

This class of depreciation covers the effect of influences which have caused
the machine or other Item to depreciate mechanically, such as wear, tear, and
breakage, whether the wear, tear, or breakage be ordinary or unusual in their
character.

There are several kinds of obsolescence depreciation, the most noticeable of
which Is that which I due to the Invention of a better thing, whether it be
a machine, a building, or a tool. The second class of absoleacence depreciation
Is that which Is due to the d.ontIlnuauce of mnntmtfcture of the thing to be
appraised and the connequent sleclal expense of repair or replacement, There
is a third class of obsoles(nce depreciation, which Is due to the dlscoutinuanco
of the process for which the thing Is designed In the best practice of the art.
In the second clam are Included a great many uachlines which tire still In
use In i)lants and are worth using, notwithstanding the fact that the nanufacturer has discontinued making them. A few years ago all of the large flour
mills of the country had erected flour-bleaching apmratus, costing about
$10,000 for each will, which was rendered obsolete by the pasmage of a
Federal pure-food law, This type of obsolescence comes under the third heading.
LACK OF UTILITY.

This to Intended to describe the relation of n ma -hlne or other Item to the
particular use or usefulness of the owner. There may be a perfect machine
which in Its place would be useful, but which under Its existing ownership
lacks usefulness. This Is an engineering rather than an appraisal problem,
and there may be some question as to whether it would be possible to apply
a legislative defiulnitlon of value or Judgment as to lack of utility.
Assuming that the excess.profits taxes will be abolished in the new legislation
which is forthcoming, there is still a necessity for a real deflultion of "value"
and the requirement of analysis in such a wity that any appraisal offered will
be provable. The commratively new sclen( of valuation should, not be left
to the administrative decision of the Internal Revenue Bureau men, who have
merely academic or took knowledge of the subject. The danger of leaving
technical matters of this kind to administrative decision instead of eacting
legislative definitions that are effective is showr, in the Interi4tate Commerce
valuation of railroads, which has cost a great many millions of dollars without.
as yet establishing any standard of valuation that can be generally understood.
Whatever shape the new legislation may take, there is room for a requirement of analysis in valuation that will be unifonn, and I know that it will
he possible to put in the law A workable standard for valuation that will prevent some of the amateurish and unfair decisions of the Internal Revenue
Bureau which have been made in the last few months
Perhaps you will ask what 10y interest in this proposal Is. My Interest in
this would be that a6 one who is devoting his life to the solution of valitation
problems I am Interested In so standardizing methods of valuation that It
will be possible to make appraisals that mean something definite. We have
done a great deal of appraisal work for income-tax purposes on various theories
of Accountants and clients. In some lstances we know that our appraisals
have been accepted. In one Instance the examiners accepted an appraisal of a
very large.plant only to' have their thwries of valuation upsqt by, the. 10
who held a Subsequent hearing. If our appraisal was correct in the first place
it should not have been overturned by the men who followed. It It wes wrong
In theory in the first place it should not have bee accepted. There should be

principles laid down which appraisers can follow in a imanuer to really serve
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their clients aud ider which manufacturers are free from the danger of
suffering unfair reducUons in their capital investmentxs by administrative
fe thods.
if all of this Interests you, It would please me very nuoh to go into further
details with you or any other Members of Congress who have a legislative
interest In the subject of valuation. I should be pleased to go to Washington
at i y time to discuss this subject with you or with any congressional comuittees having an interest in the subject.
S1noerely, yours,
Wiza W. Pouwcx, Preoidewt.
PiiiLAwnu.iw,, April 14, 1921.
Ron. Home Pgrisong,
Washington, D. 0.
My DEAR S1NATOR: In connect'on with my letter dated the 18th, you may

b Interesteol in the following comment received from the ('able Co., large manufacturers of pianos at Chicago, which I have received this morning and which
is directly in point with the suggestions contained in my other letter:
"The internal revue examiners went back to the year 1808 and reigured depreciation and arbitrarily deducted something like $258,000 from our
plant.asset accounts, notwithstanding the ftact that your 1906 appraislN showed
an asset of something like V180,000 over and above our book values as at that
date. The inference, of course, Is that we have charged off capital investment
as expeuae, and this Is no doubt true. It is difficult to pick out the Items.
Our tax auditor has asked If It is possible to get from you information showing fliw.tuations and replacement values for the years 190 to 1008 on the
different classes of assets which we have in our plants which are roughly
divi(kl as follows: (a) Iuilidings and equipment; (b) machinery and fixtures.
"It may be that I am asking the lmlslble. If so, you Will no doubt
tell me."
There are undoubt~lly thousands of such cases, where great Injustice will
be done manufacturers unless a comprehensive system of depreciation shall be
devised. I am inclosing herewith an attempt at so defining value and valuation methods in the forthcoming Income-tax measure as to make such a situation imlposlsble in the future. If it shall be possible to ascertain a truly
fair valuation for invested capital purlses, that same valuation ought to be
workable for any other purpose. I believe that an intelligent compliance with
the provisions contained in this proposed legIslation will answer the purpose.
Manufacturing concerns and appraisal oganizations are In a position to understand and apply the principles which are here described, and they are capable of explanation and defense in hearings before the internal revenue offlcourts.
in the
cials nnd
very
truly,
Yours,
WALTER W. POLWCIC,

DKIMNITIONS OF " VALUE"

Prooldent.

AND REQUIREMErNTS NA11 VALUATION METuODs aUGooESTED

FOR INCLUBION IN THE VOXf

INCOME-TAX MUsUR.
oIC4N

When, in compliance with the provisions of %hisact, a taxpayer shall submit
a valuation of physical properties, such valuations shall he determined 6y the
following standards:
1. He shall first ascertain the cost of new reproluction of physical property
other than land, at fair market prices as of the date required, and shall
deduct front such cost of new reproduction the perceutage or amount' If any,
of accrued depreciation from such cost of new reproduedon.
2. Accrued depreciation i defined, foT the purposes, of this act, as the expression of opinion or judgment as to lessentd usefuliness at the date of the
valuation, In the measurement of depreciation judgment the taxpayer shall
separately state the percentage or amount of accrued depreciation, If any, due
to the following elements:
(a) Accrud mechanical deterioration, if any, comprising lessened mechanical
usefulness due to ordinary or extraordinary wear and tear, breakage, or other
causes of mechanical deterioation.
(b) Accrued obsolescence depreciation, if any, comprising lesseed usefulness due to improvement of invention; to discontinuance of manufacture and
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consequent special expense ot repair or replacement of the object under condideration; to discontinuance of the process for which the object was designed
in the best practice of the art; to expiration of patents or special conditions
of manufacture which. are deemed, to have lessened the market price; or to
other causes of obsolescence depreciation.
(c) Accrued lack of utility, if any, comprising in the case of buildings a
change in the present usefulness of sites, as compared with the usefulness
of such sites at the date of construction; in the case of other physical objects
of depreciation a judgment as to impractical adaptation of such objects to the
uses of the taxpayer; or other elements of accrued lack of utility.
In the valuation of land sites, whether in cities, towns, agricultural, mining,
forest, or other districts, the taxpayer shall show normal worth by comparison
with the valuation at normal worth of contiguous s:tes of comparatively similar
location and usefulness. Whenever possible such valuations shall be analyzed
so as to show effect upon valuation of each element of accessibility or usefulness of streets, highways, waterways, improvements in cultivable qualities,
natural mineral deposits, natural or artificial growths, or other enhancing
elements.
B IEF OF THE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Under the revenue act of 1918 insurance companies are required to'pay income,
excess-profits, and capital-stock taxes in the same manner as these taxes are imposed upon corporations generally. In addition the insurance companies are
required to pay the insurance-premium taxes levied by section 503 upon the Issuance of insurance policies.
The mutual insurance companies urge the repeal of the insurance-premium
tax in the revision now being made of the revenue act of 1918.
This Insurance-premium tax Is a purely war-time measure, which has heretofore been repealed promptly at the close of each war.
The policyholder pays tills premium tax In the end. The Insurance company
is just made a tax collector for the Government. This costs the policyholder
for each $100 which goes to the Government an expense of about $67 in the
average stock company, while the expense is only 50 cents for each $100 paid into
the treasury when the Government collects the tax direct from the taxpayer.
The insurance company is not relieved of any other tax because of the payment of this premium tax. Neither is the policyholder who actually bears this
tax relieved of any other tax.
The premium tax Is an additional tax which is not Imposed upon other corporations. Neither is the tax so imposed upon policyholders imposed upon any
other class of persons in like manner. hisurance Is to-day a recognized necessity
and is the only necessity so taxed. Other additional taxes are Imposed on the
ground that the subjects of the tax are, in part at least, luxuries or enjoy
privileges In the exercise of eminent domain as do railroads and public utilities.
Insurance enjoys no such privileges and Is not In the class of luxuries.
Other additional taxes are specifically required to be paid by the purchaser or
consumer, thus constituting the railroad or the druggist a mere tax collector
for the Government without additional pay or additional expense to the purchaser. The ptichaser pays the exact amount of the tax and no nore.
In the case of the InSimrance tax this Is specifically required to be paid by
the Insurance company. notwithstanding the fact that the Insurance company
has already been required to pay all the taxes imposed upon other corporations.
No attempt is made to Impoe such additional taxes upon banking, merchandising, manufacturing, or. any other single bushiess as such. No reason has ever
been suggested for imposing the premium tax upon Insurance as a business except tle necessity of the Government Ili time of war.
In requiring that this premium tax shall be paid at the rate of 1 cent. for
each dollar or fractional part thereof of premium charged tin each separate
policy, the present law imposes on the insurance companies the most cumbersome and expensive method possil)le for calculating and reporting the tax. The
result is that this tax imposes on the companies an expense fully proportional
to that Involved in the handling of any other pitrt of their business.
It Is generally recognized that tills tax is paid by the policyholder. The
insurance rates are increased to provide for this tax. The addition not only
includes enough to pay the tax but an additional amount to cover the excessive
expense involved in time collection and handling of this tax by the insurance
companies.
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The stock, fire, and casualty agents' commissions average about 21 per cent
of all the money collected from the policyholders. Many other expenses and
State and municipal taxes are generally a flat percentage upon the policyholders'
total payments. The total expenses of the stock companies are an avearge of
about 40 per cent of the total paid by the policyholders.
After paying an average expense of 40 per cent the stock comjbany has left
only 60 per cent of the policyholders' payments with which to meet losses. To
have a full $100 available to pay losses it must therefore collect $167 from tile
policyholder. In other words the stock company uses $07 for expenses for each
$100 paid for losses.
As this expense ratio of 40 per cent is figured on the total collections from the
policyholders, it follows that the collection of taxes by the insurance company
for the Government must bear the same proportion of expenses. This means
that for every $100 collected by the insurance company for the Government the
policyholders are required by the Insurance company to pay an additional $67
for the expenses. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue reports that the cost
to the Government averaged about 50 cents for each $100 collected (luring the
fiscal year ending June, 1920, and it was about 80 cents for each $100 collected
during the fiscal year ending June, 1921.
It should be noted that the foregoing only applies to fire and casualty Insurance. The 'expenses of the mutual companies are approximately half the expenses of the stock companies, but as the greater part of. the business, amountIng to between 80 per cent and 85 per cent of the total, is transacted by the
stock companies on the average expense ratio above mentioned, the effect of the
business transacted by the mutual companies does not vary the situation
materially.
It should also be noted that the State and municipal taxes imposed upon' the
gross premiums of policyholders amount to upward of 3 per cent and that the
Federal tax Is imposed upon the total policyholders' payment, including the
amount required for this 3 per cent tax, and that the State tax Is also imposed
upon this total amount including the amount required to pay the 1 per cent
Federal tax. This Is plainly a case of imposing a tax upon a tax.
The tendency of stock, fire, and casualty insurance to-day is very strongly
toward a monopoly of the business fn a few American companies and in a few
foreign companies. The figures show that nearly one-third of the fire-insurance
business in the United States Is now being transacted by foreign or foreignowned fire-insurance companies; that 10 American companies do more than
40 per cent of the business transacted by American companies; that 25
American companies do 60 per cent of the business transacted by all the
American companies.
If there is any possibility that any part of this tax is not Immediately transmitted to the policyholder with all expenses, it means that just that much more
of a burden Is thrown on the business transacted by the smaller and newer
companies equally with that transacted by the larger and older established
companies.
It is obvious that this helps the larger companies and handicaps the smaller
ones, while a tax on income and profits will fall on the larger and older companies, which can best stand the burden, and will not affect the newer and
smaller companies, which ordinarily can make no profits for many years until
they become established. As conditions now are, most of the newer and
smaller companies give-up the struggle within a short time. It is a sound
governmental policy to foster and encourage the development of local insurance
companies, stock and mutuall, in every part of the country.
The mutual insurance companies In the United States number nearly 3,000.
They are all American. They are owned exclusively by American policyholders.
They effect savings to the people which range from 10 per cent to 70 per cent of
the stock company charges.
These mutual companies are a unit in objecting to the insurance-premium
tax, They object to this tax as applied to all Insurance companies, because the
mutual companies, to a large degree, represent the great mass of policyholders
who purchase insurance from both mutual and stock insurance companies.
The tax on insurance premiums necessarily tends to discourage the taking of
insurance. It Imposes a very excessive collection cost upon the policyholder
taxpayer. As noW collected it Is In part a tax upon a tax. Finally, it is a
war-time emergency measure, and each insurance-premium tax has always been
repealed promptly Immediately at the close of each war.
The mutual companies do not object to the substitution of a tax on the investment income of insurance companies with proper deductions in lieu of the
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income, excesa-profits, and capital-stock taxes, provided that the rate at whicei
such investment income is to be taxed wtil not impose on the insurance cowpanies a burden disproportionate to that imposed upon corporations engaged in
other businesses.
It is believed that such tax on Investment income is the most logical and
practical and will involve the least expense and inconvenience In Its adhiulstrgtion both to the Government and the companies.
NATIONAL AsaOCxATIO19 Or MUTUAL INSURANCE COn.

FEDERATION OF MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COS.
NATIONAL AsootAtioN o0 MUTUAL CASUALTY Cos.
NATIONAL ASsocIATION or AUvOMo'rxvz MUTUAL INSURANCE Cos,
HRMAN I BUNON, (cusal.
BRIEF 0F THE W.AL 13STATS 3OA3D 0F NBW YOUI (INC.).
Two problems confront Congress and the country. These are housing and
employment.
Senator Calder's thorough investigation disclosed a shortage of 1,000,000
apartments In the United States, alil labot leaders claim that there are 5,500,000
unemployed In the country. The building of dwellings containing 1,000,000
apartments would give employment to 5,000,000 men in addition to the men employed in the various industries providing the necessary naterlals..
It would seem, therefore, the bounden duty of Congress to encourage in every
way the building Industry, and that this duty is paratnount to the raising of
revenue for wasteful and extravagant government.
Fifteen years ago a "billion dollar Congress," with a per capita tax of $12
annually, astounded our people. To-day we have a per capita tax of $35, exclusive of the debt service. In addition there are enormous local taxes, which
In the city of New York, for instance, amount to $58 per capita.
You csn get an accurate Idea from the following figures of the burden Imposed on the head of a family of five In New York City, and New York City
differs very little from the other cities of ,the country:
$250
-------------------------Cost of Federal Governr.*nt annually
290
Cost of State and local government annually ---------------------TOta-----------------------------------------540
Partly due to this excessive taxation and partly due to the cost of material
and the cost and inefficiency of labor, an apartment of four rooms and bath, the
smallest decent unit for a family of five, costs, with the land, either in i multifamily house In the thickly settled sections of the city or in a one or two family
house in the suburbs, $8,000. For a $6,000 apartment at least $900 a year rent
must be charged, or 16 per cent of the cost. This 19 made up as follows:
Seven per cent for interest on money invested ; 8 per cent for taxes and water;
2 per cent for heat; 2 per cent for light, Insurance, and incidentals, including
risk; 2 per cent for repairs,
The head of a family of five, in Greater New York has a fixed annual charge
of $90 for rent and $250 for Federal taxation, or $1,210 in all. This burden
Is Intolerable, but the condition becomes still worse when even at $900 a year
apartments are uinibtainable, and two and sometimes three families are compelled to live in an apartment intended for only one family. There is a shortage in Greater New York alone of 100,000 apartments
only by building, and building to the extent
This condition can be reed
needed is practicable only in two ways: First, by the building of large standardized multi-family dwellings erected by strongly financed, efflciently managed
corporations; or second, by the building ol one and two family houses by Individuals, who themselves will aid In the work financed b$ building loan and
savings associations.
Here is where CVNgress can aid. All eorporations organized for the purOse
of building, operating, selling, or exchanging real estate, and for no other par-'
pose, should be exempt from the taxation contemplated in the pending revenue
measure. Sections 280 and 281 should be amended so as to exempt such organizations from the corporation tax.
The States themselves :"w ni that real-estate organizatiens are so heavily

burdened by taxation for local purposes that they should not be asked to pay
the speeal taxes for State purpooerk In New York and Massachusetts real-
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estate corporations are e lpressly exempted from the tax on net Incomes of
mercantile and manufacturing corporations. The reason is obvious: In Now
York State $100,000 invested in an apartment house pays $2,850 annual tax for
local purposes; $100,000 invested in a miercantile and manufacturing corporation would pay only 41 per cent oin its net income. If such income is $10,000
it would pay $4,50 annually.
This statement is equally true as to individuals, A man in New York State
owning a $5,000 mortgage or a bond or any form of security earnhig 6 per cent
would pay for State and local purposes only a normal tax of 1 per cent on the
income, or $3. A imn owning a $5,000 home would pay, in 1921, $142.50, and
certainly more in 1922.
As real estate bears 90 per cent of local taxation, it should be relieved from
special State or Federal taxation. This is so apparent that further arguineut
seems unnecessary.
Section 213 exempts an aniount not exceeding $500 received by an individual
as dividends or interest from a domestic building and loan association. This
should be amended so as to read " annual dividdIds or interest."
The by-laws of ill building and loan associations require that the Interest
or dividends of a borrower shall remain until the stock matures. The average
loan required in the cities to bulld a house is now $5,000. This requires in some
associations 50 shares, with dues of 50 cents per share per month, or 25 shares
at $1 per share per month. Ordinarily the stock would mature in 11 years.
The dues paid would amount to $3.300 and the accumulated dividends to $1,700.
On this the borrower would pay a 4 per cent tax on $1,200. This is unfair and
discouraging. As the borrower seldom has more than $3,000 income and usually
has two or more dependents, he would pay no tax if he drew his dividends
annually.
History shows that republics canonly endure permanently where the majority of the heads of families own their own homes. There are 23,000,000 heads
of families in the United States; 8,000,000 own their own homes. If 14,000,000
owned their own homes, there would be no doubt as to the permanency of our
own institutions and there would never be any serious labor troubles. Men
who own their own homes can rarely be delivered by agitators or demagogues.
In 1920 building, loan, and savings associations loaned to home seekers
over $500,000,000. As the average kan was about $2,500, this would mean
200,000 additional home owners. These associations are growing rapidly and
have 8,500,000 memlyrs. Congress should do everything possible to encourage
the building of home..
Tie real estate interests believe also that if you continue the excess-profits
tax you should amend section 202.
Section 202. Basis for determining loss or gain: This basis should be changed
when real estate transactions are considered. March 1, 1913, values should be
taken:.plus a certain percentage of increase based on normal changes of condlitions.
The fair market price or value as of March 1, 1918, should not be taken as a
basis for determining in a transaction taking place in 1920.
Leaving out all questions of the abnormal prices of war times, there should
be considered the constant gradual increase in prices of material and labor.
Of the 250 per cent increase in the cost of building perhaps 21 per cent is the
normal increase that would come from the more complete unionization of labor,
the higher standards of living, and the growing scarcity of certain kinds of
material.
If the seller of a house the fair market value of which In 1913 was $10.000
received for It $20,000 and bought a similar house in a more convenient
locality in 1920 or 1921, he would pay at least $20,000, so that his profit could
be apparent only and not real. This profit should not be taxed. ,The fact
stated above applies with equal truth whether the transaction is with a
piece of property worth $1,000 or $100,000,
Section 281 should exempt personal service corporations. These corporations
are really partnerships, especially those dealing in real estate, and no special
service or protection is given them by the State or the Federal Government.
The capital invested is usually nominal and the partners pay on their individual incomes. 'The accumulated earnings, before division, are seldom invested
but are deposited in commercial banks and do not draw interest.
69030-21-2
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Section 1008, if enacted, and if section 218 is declared invalid, would put an
extremely serious burden on these corporations, as the accumulated tax would
amount to 42* per cent.
In the majority of instances the net income of these corporations has been
divided and spent, and the tax would be in the nature of a penalty tax which
would not only wipe out the resources of the corporation but be a serious drain
If paid by the individual partner.
Section 214 should be amended so as to permit the deduction of a special tax
levied in cities for general benefit. As an instance, it is proposed in New York
State to inake each city a school district in which a special tax not exceeding 2
per cent may be levied In addition to the regular tax for special school purposes,
the special school purposes being the Americanization of foreigners. This is a
national and not a State function, and yet it Is proposed to put its cost entirely
on the real estate taxpayers.
A contented people must have employment and must be adequately housed.
It is the duty of the Congress of the United States to address itself to this
proposition and deem its solution paramount to any other matter under consideration.
BRIEF OF THE STATE SECRETARIES SECTION OF THE AMERICAN
BANKERS' ASSOCIATION.

We, as a committee appointed by a section of the American Bankers' Association, have been charged with the duty of endeavoring to have incorporated in
the new revenue act a provision which would allow banks to use as a deduction on their Federal income-tax returns State, county, and municipal taxes
paid which are assessed against the stockholders of such banks.
The amendment which our committee and the bankers whom we represent
would like to have included in the new revenue act should, we believe, be
inserted following the word "Territory/' in subdivision 3 (c) of section 234 of
the revenue act of 1918, and is as follows:
" Including taxes paid which are assessed (imposed) against stockholders of
corporations 'on the value of their stock in such corporations."
Its proper place in the revenue act of 1921 would be following the word
"year," appearing on first line of subdivision 3 of section 239 as that act was
:Introduced in the House August 15, 1921.
The national bank act (section 5219, Revised Statutes) inhibits tile several
States from imposing any taxes on national chartered banks except on real
estate owned, but provides that the States may impose taxes on stockholders of
banks based on the value of their stockholdings In such banks. The different
States have enacted taxing laws pursuant to these provisions.
A typical statute is that now in force in Missouri. Section 12775, Revised
Statutes of Missouri, 1919, provides:
"#

*

* Persons owning shares of stock In banks, or in Joint-stock Institu-

tions or associations doing a banking business, shall not be required to deliver
to the assessor a list thereof, but the president or other chief officer of such corporation, institution, or association shall, under oath, deliver to the assessor
a list of all shares of stock held therein and the face value thereof, the value of
all real estate, if any, represented by such shares of stock, together with all
reserved funds, undivided profits, premiums, or earnings, and all other values
belonging to such corporation * * * so listed to the assessor, shall be valued
and assessed as other property at their true value in money less the value
of real estate, if any, represented by such shares of stock * * *."
Under this statute the Missouri Supreme Court has held, ii the case of
State ex rel. p. Shryack (179 Mo., 424, 78 S. W., 808) :
"The real estate of a bank should be assessed against the corporation, tile
personal property should not be assessed at all, and the shares of stock should
be assessed against the stockholders in their individual names, but the corporation should pay the tax assessed against the stockholders and recover
it from them."
A slmi,lar statute in Kentucky was considered by the United States Supreme
Court in National Bank v. Commonwealth (9 Wall, 353). Such statute
provided :
"The cashier of a bank whose stock is taxed shall on the first day in July
of each year pay into the Treasury the amount of tax due. If such tax be
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not paid, the cashier'. and his sureties shall be liable for the same and 20
per cent upon the amount, and the said bank or corporation' shall thereby
forfeit the privileges of its charter."
The United States Supreme Court held in the above case that the State
statute imposing upon national banks the duty of paying taxes obviously
assessed agalust their stockholders is constitutional, In the language of the
court:
"* * * It is only when the State law incapacitates the banks from discharaging their duties that it becomes unconstitutional.

*

*

*

But we

are of the opinion that while Congress intended to limit State taxation to
the shares of the bank * * *, It (lid not intend to prescribe to the States
the mode in which the tax shoul be collected."

Likewise it has been held that:
"Where a national bank has become insolvent and the property swept away

no tax on the shares can be collected front the receiver under a statute requiring the tax to be paid by the bank." (City of Boston v. Beal, 51 Fed.
Rep. 306; s. c. 55 Fed. Rep. 26.)
Front the above quotations from different State statutes and court decisions
it will be noted that the method of filing assessment lists by banks, both
national and State, Is not only prescribed, but that in some States It is the
enforceable duty of banks to pay the tax which is clearly assessed against
the stockholders. Other statutes and court decisions similar to those above
quoted can be cited.
AsIde from the fact that some of the States require by statute that the bank
pay these taxes it has been a custom for the past 60 years for all banks to pay
State, county, and municipal taxes which are assessed against their stockholders. Bankert have always considered the payment of these taxes as a
necessary part of the expense of doing business, and in ninety-nine out of a

hundred cases are not reimbursed by the stockholders.

It is our opinion that there is no basic distinction, when consideration is
given to ordinary and necessary expenses, between real-estate taxes paid by
a bank (which' by statute are assessed against the bank direct) and "personal
property" taxes pald by the bank (which are of necessity assessed against the
stockholders).
Congress intended to give national chartered banking institutions especial
protection when the national bank act was enacted. At that time the chartering of banks was looked upon by many as an exclusive right of the different
States, and many thought that the Federal Government should not issue char-

ters to banking institutions. To protect nationAl banks from having excessive

and unfair taxes imposed against them by the State legislatures section 5219
was drafted and Its provisions still remain in effect. Certain it Is that Congress
did not intend to penalize national banks if and when in future years those
barks paid taxes which were assessed against their stockholders. That banks,
both Nat!onal and State, are being penalized under the provisions of the Federal

Income-tax law can not be gainsaid.

We believe also that Congress intended, in the enactment of the national
hank act, to give special benefits to national banks which were not enjoyed
by other banking institutions; this for the reason that banks taking out or
operating under a national charter were compelled to purchase Government

bonds which were issued in payment of the Civil War debt. The Government
was, without question, the beneficiary of the sale of these bonds, which were
made at a time when purchasers of long-term bonds were not very numerous.
When'comparison is made between banking institutions and manufacturing
or mercantile corporations, the unfairness of the present revenue act and regu-

lations is very apparent. Assume a mercantile corporation doing a retail business: Local taxes, based on the value of personal assets owned, are assessed
directly against the cor1wration by State, county, and( municipal authorities
and are deductible on the Federal income-tax return filed by the corporation.
Then assume the case of a bank which pays a like amount of personal-proierty
taxes, but because those taxVs are levied against the stockholders the bank can
not claim as a deduction thoso taxes pald under the provisions of time present

revenue act.
We believe the present inequity can best be corrected by incorporating in the
new revenue act the ameniIent following the second paragraph of this letter. To
aniend the national bank act, authorizing the States to impose personal-property
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taxes directly against national banks, wou d not give the desired relief to State
banks and trilst companies. The taxing 'Aws of the different States, as applied
to bank shares, at present in conforn'.ty with the provisions of the national
bank act, would need to be repealed or amended if State banking institutions
were to have the same relief accorded them that national banks would obtain
through an amendment to thit national bank act. This would require 10 to 15
years' time, and probably could not be accomplished at all in some of the
States.
There are at present 22,705 State banks and trust companies doing business
in the United States and 8,184 national banks.
We appreciate fully that article 566 of regulations 45 provides that stockholders of banks may use as a deduction their proportionate part of personal.
property taxes paid by banks with the added provision that a like amount must
be included as Income In the stockholders' return as dividends. Under this
provision of the regulations it is impossible for an individual stockholder to be
benefited more than 4 per cent or 8 per cent normal Federal tax by claiming
as a deduction his part of the taxes paid by the bank. Furthermore, It is extremely doubtful whether one-tenth of the banks of the country notify their
stockholders of the amount per share of taxes paid for them. The present
regulations are extremely complicated and the method of obtaining the very
limited benefit is obscure. The new revenue act and regulations should tend
to simplify complicated provisions in all points possible.
We believe that it Is the intention of your committee to propose, and of Congress to enact, for the most part. an income-tax law assessing tax on net income
received. We submit that net income has not been determined when "personal
property " taxes pail by banks, which make up a very material part of their
disbursements, are Ignored. Probably, no important change could be made in
the revenue act or regulations with less difficulty than the change we are suggesting; this because neither bankers nor stockholders understand the present
regulations. and the consequence Is that only a very small part of a large suum
of taxes paid by banks each year are used as a deduction.
To allow banks to use as a deduction these taxes paid would not deprive the
stockholders of any material benefit. Article 566, heretofore referred to, Indicates that the only reason a stockholder can use as a deduction his prolrtionate part of taxes paid by the bank for him is the Inclusion as Income from dividends of a like amount. If the bank were allowed to consider the payment
of taxes as a necessary expense of doing business, It could not be contended
that the payment constituted a dividend, and, therefore, the stockholder would
not have received, in fact or fn theory, a dividend representing the payment of
"personal property" taxes. Not having included any so-called dividends, the
stockholder would, not have the right to claim deduction for taxes paid for hill.
This Is not an argument for reduction of Federal Income taxes paid by
banks. Bankers, of course, desire to see the banks relieved from paying excess.
profits tax, but realize full well that corporation Income tax*s will be levied
for many years to come. Bankers are perfectly willing to pay as much Federal
Income tW:x us other corporations with like net income.
To incorporate our suggested amendment in the new revenue act would not
establish any harmful precedent. It Is not open to any legal objection. It stiply would correct a very serious unfairness in the present law.
The several States that have income-tax laws on their statute books have
followed the provisions of the Federal law more or less closely, and if all States
were to enact income-tax laws uniform with the present Federal law they would
constitute a real hardship do banking business as compared with other lines of
business.
Moreover, the revenue act of 1921 will doubtless be in existence many years
to come, and probably its method of arriving at net taxable income will be
amended fewer times in the future than have the previous acts. Wq believe
there is an imperative need that the newract include our suggested amendment.
It is not necessary to remind your committee or Congress that banks performed a very valuable service to the Government during the recent war in
that they acted as sales agents for the Government In the sale of Liberty
bonds and Victor notes and also assisted many thousands of taxpayers In
the preparation of Federal Income-tax returns. In the investigation by the
Department of Justice and other agencies of so-called income-tax "experts,"
we have failed to note the name of any one connected with a banking institutioh.
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But we are not asking for the enactment of any provision that would be
unfair to other corporations. Rather, we desire that the new revenue act
be enacted on a basis of fairness and equity to all taxpayers alike, including
banks.
We earnestly solicit your support in having our suggested amendment incor.
ported in the revenue act of 1921.
M. A. GurcA'riNoR,
Secretary Illinois Banker# Association.
ANDREW SMITH,

Secretary Inediana Ba~ikers Association.

IW. F. KErsER,

Secretary Missovri Bankers Associalion.
THroDoiRE S. CADY,
Assocate Member of Committee.

BRIEF OF THE STATE STREET EXCHANGE, OP BOSTON, MASS.
Increased corporate Income taxes for years following 1921 are Imposed by
the revenue bill as passed by the House of Representatives. These are said
to be substitutes, In part, for excessprofits taxes from which corporations are
to be relieved. It has not been recognized that for corporations and associations which never had any excess profits they are a real, substantial, additional burden. It seems most unjust to place further taxes on corporations
that never had any. excess profits in order to relieve those that did profit.
exceedingly during the war period. This proposed additional rate bears very
harshly on corporations that have Invested In Improved real estate. Such
as.soclations of investors ought to be wholly relieved from any corporate taxes
for the following reasons:
1. At the present time very few private Individuals can afford to. Invest
their capital individually In any buildings of considerable size, such as office
buildings, hotels, apartment houses, theaters, etc. The result of this is that
the only way of providing for these real-estate improvements is by corporations, associations, and joint-stock companies. Accordingly, every encouragement must be given, If building Is to be stimulated, to the Investment of large
and small sums in developing real estate through associations of investors.
2. With the present housing and building shortage ano lack of employment
it is most ilmportfnt to encourage new. building. This can not be done if this
class of property Is to be subject to corporate taxes. In the first place, higher
taxes tend to make it Impossible to put up buildings which can compete with
other buildings built when the cost of construction was much lower. In the
second place, the present returns on this class of property are so low as to
discourage nl new capital from making new investments of this character.
3..The Improved real estate In which corporations and associations of this
class invest bear the great bulk of local taxation. The annual rate in Bostoil
was $24.10" last year upon the assessed value of land, and buildings and the
assessments are the full value of properties.
Taking at random some of the associations joining in this brief, we find:
Not earnings
before taxes.
$336,673.50
tate Street Exchange .
. 114,917.24
.....................................
Trust
Washington aBulIding
93,110.30
Suffolk Real Estt Trust ......................................
summer Street Trust ............................................. 1 50,900.93
9,701.00
Western Real Estate Trust .......................................

Local tax.
$14,60o.
34,892.500
38,458. 78
25, 9093
In2,M&600

Per cent
of tax.
0.
.41
.50
.32

The present Federal taxes add to the local taxes from 6 per cent to 8 per cent
more of the het earnings before taxes.
The annexed sheet shows the dividend rates of a few of these real-estate
associations. One pays at the rate of 8 per cent, two at 7 per cent. five at 0
per cent, and balf of them at 4 per cent or less.
4. Real-estate investment companies are not engaged in business so that the
community buys their wares. It ts true that in the course of time rents can
be increased in some cases to take care of increased taxes, but itlmost all buildings of considerable size are let for rooms or apartments for terms of years,
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and the taxes are borne by the landlord. Accordingly, any extra taxation, as
It can not be foreseen in advance, bears directly on the owners and is not
borne by the community. These real-estate corporations are not engaged, so
to speak, in making money, but only in investing money in property which Is
necessary for the community and on which no great return is expected.
5. There is abundant precedent for special tax treatment of real estate. The
New York Income tax on corporations specifically exempts real-estate companies.
Massachusetts and many other States, in levying corporate taxes, exempt from
tax the real estate that has been subject to lbcal, municipal taxes.
6. Unless Congress desires to increase the taxation, now burdensome to the
last degree, on improvedreal estate held, and which must largely be held, by
corporations and associations, we urge that they be included under section 231

of the" revenue act of 1918 in the classes of corporations exempt from income

tax.
For that purpose we propose the following definitions:
"All corporations, including associations, and Joint-stock companies, whose

business is confined to the holding of or making investments in Improved real

estate and the management incidental thereto or to imIproving real estq1te by
the erection of buildings thereon al whose purchases and sales are occas:onall
only and, with any holdings of personal property, are incidental only to the
business above set forth."
In any event, there should be no increase over the present 10 per cent rate.
7. If the committee should decide that no such special treatment can be
granted, we suggest that another way of accomplishing the result would. be to
allow corporations to deduct all rents from the'r corporate taxable income.
This can readily be done by Inserting, in subdivision (a) of section 234 of the
revenue act of 1918, the following new paragraph:
(6a) "All amounts received as rents from buildings of any character."
A clause of this kind will directly encourage building. For example, a mill
wishing to put up dwellings for its employees will be given a direct inceut:ve
from the Government so to do.

Prices o/ real estate trust stocks, Boston, Mass., July 16, 1921.
Mortgages Capital
outstand- stock outstanding.
ing.

Par.

Divi- Idlend Bid.
rae.I

Asked.

per

Albany Trust..
...............
Barresters' Hall Trust... .................... .
Bedford Trust .................................
Berkeley Hotel Trust ..........................

Board of Trade Building Trust ........
Boston Ground Rent Trust ...........

Boston Real Estate Trust ..................
Boston Storage Warehouse Co .............

Boston Wharf Co. bonds ...................
Boston Wharf Co. stock ........................

Bromfield Building Trust ......................
Bui ness Real Estate Trust bonds............
Business Real Estate Trust stock ............

Chicago Real Estate Trustees ...................
City Associates .................................
City Real Estate Trustees, Chicago .............
Congress
Street Trust
Assoates.......
COP ey Suare
bonds .....
....

Coploy Square Trust preferred stock ...........
Copley Square TrUst common stock ...........
Devonshire Building Trust preferred.......
Devonshire Building Trutcommon stock.
Dwelling House Associates .....................
Eastern States R. E. Trust bonds ..............
Easern States R. R. Trust stock ...............
Essex Street Trust ..... ;........................
Factory Buildings Trust ......
.........
Fifty Assciates .....................
Hotel Trust (Touraine) ........................
Huntington Chambers Trust ...................
Kimball Building Trust .........................
Lovejoy's Wharf Trust ..........................
Municipal Real Estate Trust ....................
Old South Building Association .................

1,000 shares.

$270,000 $1,100,000
75,000

450,000

...........

M50,000.

470,000
1,I00, 000
1,670,000
3,43, 500
9.317, 000
1,265,000

413,000
360,000
100,000
2, 00, 000 ............
*......
6,0000, 00
325, 000
53,400

600, 000

3,600,000

.........
3,260, 000
2,.500,000
750.000
722,000

140,000
1,280,000 2,100,000
2i,301,000 ............

..... .. .
175,000
98,000
175,000

2,000,:000

250,000

( 700,000
40,00

cent.
$100
4
100 3
100
3
100
100
100
1, 00 4
100
6
1,000 .4
100
5
100
4
1 000 7
'100

1,000
5
1,000

100
1,000
i
1000
100

1100

100

1,000

3856,000
.........

60
740

20
90

4J

a
4
41
5

3

75
400
goo
80
60
80
3,300

8
2

W
0(

100
100
100
100
100

80

60
1,000

000

600,000
1,000,000
1,800,000
1,943,500
1; 278, 900
8160.

80

650

23, 00
........
i Igo
o
58,000.... I00
4
700,000

370,000

65

4

30
ioj

.
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Prices of real estate,trust stocks, Boston, Mass., July 16, 192l--Continued.
Mortgage
outstanding.

Capital
stock outstanding.

$1,8000
1 ,100, 000
Paddock Building Trust ....................
750,000
.....
Pemberton Building Trust .............
8W,000
$2,000
Post Office Square Buildl*g Trust ..............
..........
600,
000
1,
...........
Quincy Market Realty Co. bonds
150,000 1,714,000
Real EstateAssociates ...................
Oliver Building Trust ...........................

Real Estate Improverpent rt

...............

$2,000

30,000

425,000
Somerset Hotel-Trust........ I................
South Street Trust .............................. ...........
460000
South Terminal Trust ...........................
State Street Exchange .......................... 2,658000
350000
Suffolk Real Estate Trust.................
600,000
Summer Street Trust ...........................
1
stock.......
preferred
Trust,
Terminal Hotel
:360,000
Terminal Hotel Trust, common stock.......f
Tremont Building rust .................. .. 1,200,000
.............. ............
Trlmointain Trust....
360,000
Western Real Estate Trist ......................

234,60

50 000
1,000,000
1,0 00,000
3,5 ,000
1 440,000
80,000
30,000
2,56000
033,700
3,200,000

DlviPar. dend
rate.

$100

100

100
100
1,000
100

100

100
100
100
100
1,000
100
100
100
100
100
100

I

Asked.

Bid.

Per
cent.
6 .......

5 ........

$0
70

4 .........
6 ...............
SW ......
5
ii
4

6

4
5
3
4
3
3
4
8
5
41
7

0 ........

65 ........
80
........
45
........
45
........
450
........
45 .......
...............
...............
60 .......
75
107
........

BRIEF OF THE UNITED STATES LEAGUE OF LOCAL BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
PURPOSE OF THE AMENDMENT.

Te purpose of the alendilent Is to encourage greater Investments in the
shares of the local building and loan societies of the country in order that
these institutions may be enabled to more adequately meet the demands made
ulon them by inenibers deslring to build or purchase their dwelling houses,
anl thus, while promoting systematic thrift, to relieve the hardships caused
by the housing scarcity and stimulate the greater employment of labor in the
building lJdustr:es.
Point .- There is a great housing scarcity throughout the country, especilly in industrial centers. Because of the detrimental social and economic
effect upon citizenship, public health, and industrial stability, the Government should concern itself earnestly In relieving the situation.
The recent report of the United States Senate Committee on leconstruction, signed by Senators Calder, Elge, and Kenyon, supported by testimony
taken in many cities, should be convincing as to the need of action of some
kind.- High rents, unwholesome crowding, public discontent, and dangerous
civic psychology are features of the situation.
Walter Stabler, comptroller of the largest of industrial Insurance companies,

whose investments in housing mortgages are very great, testified before the
Senate committee: "We are facing a most serious situation in the housing
field, the most serious that the country has ever seen; and it las not grown
any better. It is growing worse steadily."
A communication signed by many cit,- health, commissioners to Senator
Calder says: "In every city there is alh-iormal overcrowding. Fron 20 to 30
per cent of the population of tile cities studied is thus affected. Thousands of
families are forced into insanity": and dangerous quarters. Health authorities
are powerless, because It is 11,apossible to vacate such premises under present
conditions.

*

*

*

The relation of bad housing to child health is startling.

Infant mortality is 50 per cont higher in districts where there is the greatest
overcrowding. * * * Overcrowding has propagated and spread tuberculosis. * * * Unless conditions are remedied, andl quickly, we are going to
be unable to cope properly with pestilential diseases," etc.
Tenement House Commissioner Mann of New York City told the Calder
committee that the shortage of houses in New York City has resulted in
awful overcrowding of living quarters. He mentioned one case where a house
built for 59 families now holds 99 families, and addls: "These conditions will,
If continued long enough, be reflected in the death rate and in the infectious
and contagious disease rate and in the morals of the people."
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Very recently the Hon. Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, after an
Investigation of the housing situation, said. in an address at Chicago, that
there was an indicated shortage of nearly 1,500,000 homes. He said further:
"An equally disturbing fact is that the tentative figures from the forthcoming
census indicate that the total number of homes owned by occupiers has steadily
decreased, and that nearly 60 per cent of our population are living as tenants.
* * * If the rate of increase in tenantry continues for two or three decades,
75 per cent of the people of this country will be tenants. * * * A nation
of niajgrity rule should be a nation of majority ownership."
Point 2.-The problem of housing relief has many angles, but public as well
as private investigation has demonstrated that the chief trouble relates to the
financial aspect of it. -A tremendous increase in small dwelling-house construetion would in'mediately follow the provision of adequate mortgage noney
credit faclties--that is, if every home seeker of good character, good health,
a steady job, and a good margin of real-estate security could get a long term"
loan, to be payable In easy installments with which to build or buy lis home.
In the records of the Calder committee and that of the Lockwood-Untermueyer
investigation in New York the testimony as to the shortage of mortgage money
Is cumulative and convincing. Only the fact, and not the causes thereof, is
pertinent here, but, in passing, it may not be out of place to advert to the
testimony of reslspnible witnesses before the Senate committee that hundreds
of millions of dollars had been withdrawn from the mortgage market because
of the incidence of Federal taxes upon mortgage Income received by individual
lenders. This. shortage applies not only to funds for building individual houses
but dwellings of the multiple type as well
Point 3.-The ch'ef and fittest agencies that exist for financing small-house
construction and purchase are the domestic building and loan associations of
the country. There are 9,000 of them, and they are scattered from coast to
coast. Their aggregate membership exceeds 5,000,000 men, women, and children-alhnost invariably persons of small or moderate means. They deal exclusively with the small home seeker, who is most affected by the housing
scarcity. The United States League reports, collected from every section of
the country, shows that the loans made to home seekers last year by these Institutions aggregated more than $500,000000. The average mortgage loan iN
about $2,00.. In the States where the buildIng loan societies are showing their
greatest development in number and resources (notably Pennsylvania, Ohio,
New Jersey. Illinois, Massachusetts, and New York) the reports are Invariable
at the present time, showing that the associations, for lack of adequate loanable funds, are obliged to disappoint thousands of families seeking ownership
of their homes through this system of self-hfelp.
The report of the Calder committee hlghlr praises the work of the building
loan associations toward solving the houstig problem and recommends Congress to pass the home loan bank bill, which would permit these institutions to
borrow money extensively, as needed for hcme seekers, through the sale of
home loan hank bonds (tax exempt) secured by the deposit of dwelling-house
mortgageA ly the borrowing building and loan association. Because of the
evident Indisposition of Congress to authorize further issues of tax-exempt
bonds, there appears no early prospect of relief through the passage of the
Calder-Nolan home loan bank bill.
Relief must come through encouraging the masses of the people to supplement and Increase the already large savings funds of the building and loan
association, so that these funds may be employed In an increasing ratio In loans
/
to home seekers.
Secretary Hoover, in a recent address at Chicago. said: "1 believe that we
would have a very much more stable economic system if iVe had a more
regular proportion of our saving available to home building." He pointed
out that of the vast sums tied up In the savings departments of national banks,
State banks. trust companies, and insurance companies only a small percentage
was available for home building. He made this further comment: "After all.
saving is a perfunctory process as compared to purposeful saving; and what
greater incentive for saving Is there than the ownership of a home, the possession of which may change the very physical, mental, and moral fiber of one's
children." In a letter to the United States League of Local Building and Loan
Associations, Mr. Hoover said:
"Your associations, true people's banks, popularly controlled and loCally
managed, have sprung up voluntarily throughout the country. Through the
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system of weekly or monthly deposits by their shareholders they encourage
thrift throughout the Nation. Through the system of amortization, in which
the building and loan associations were the pioneers, they have made their
assets sound and worthy of confidence. Through loans principally upon homes
they are on instrumentality not only in solving the housing problem but in
developing self-relianc* of our citizenry."
Point 4.-Governments have always held thrift and individual home owning
to be policies worthy of particular encouragement by legislation. Laws for
the encouragement of thrift have been deemed Justifiable at any time. More
than ever in the country's history they would seem to be justified at present.
The small-exemption proposal now pending In the revenue act for members of
building and loan societies serves the double purpose of helpihig citizens to
help themselves and of relieving a dangerous and distressing scarcity of dwell.
Ing places.
Point .- The exemption proposed is not likely to reduce public revenue to any
appreciable extent, but even if such was the prospect the proposal would justify
Itself for the reasons stated. But loss of revenue is by no means to be
assumed.. Rich speculators can not profit by the exemption, since not more than
$500 of Income during any year is affected. On the other hand, it is quite
possible that should this exemption lead to a considerable increase of the investments in building and loan societies, the indirect effect would be an increase
of public revenue--municipal, State, and national-through the greater stimulation of the building industry throughout the 'country. This stimulation would
be felt by manufacturers of all sorts of material used In te construction and
operation of dwelling houses. Ramifications of the building industry are so
many and diverse that the benefit to capital and labor that would come from a
general resumption of building of new houses would be very great indeed.
AN AMERICAN REMEDY.

Tile rewlely seems clear enough. It lies not in the direction of Government
subventions for housing, either by the State or by the Nation, nor in any of
the ill-considered proposals for spending public money in doing things for
the people that may best be done by themselves. Any even temporary expedient
for the creation of State-supported agencies to provide housing should be
discouraged. That way. as the experience of England has demonstrated, lies
waste, extravagance, and ultimate futility, along with the demoralization of
the normal activities of private Initiative and enterprise. The way out is the
true American way of wisely helping the people to help themselves, by increasing the incentives for individual thrift and industry and removing the penalties
that unwise taxation policies now Impose upon the savings funds that, are
employed in the creation of homes.
BRIEF OP THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHEWING GUM
MANUFACTURERS.
The National Assoclatton of Chewing Gum Manufacturers, an organization
composed of practically all of the manufacturers of chewing gum throughout
the United States, herewith requests that the existing excise tax of 3 per cent
on the stiles of chewing gum be repealed through amendment 'in the tax bill
now under consideration by your honorable body.
We regard 'the special excise taxes as entirely unfair in principle; they are
war-time imposts applied to times of peace. If, such taxes at a flat rate were
applicable generally, no industry could have any objection, as all would be
paying the same; but It is unjust to pick out selected industries for such
special taxation. Seventy-five per cent of each stick of chewing gum is already
taxed by the Government through the tariff.
The tax imposed on our industry In the form of a special excise can not be
passed along. We have a fixed selling price of 5 cents per package of five
pieces, or 1 cent a stick, to the consumer, and the manufacturer's price to the
wholesaler must permit of a legitimate profit to both Jobber and retail dealer
before the goods are sold to the consumer at 1 cent a stick or 5 cents a package.
Large quantities of chewing gum are sold to school children at 1 cent a stick,
and to increase the price to the consumer would mean an increase from I cent
to 2 cents a stick. This would unquestionably greatly restrict sales in addition
to the natural falling off which has already taken place in connection with the
general shrinkage of business in this country.
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The chewing-gum industry in this country is now In bad shape, and has been
in that condition for some time past. We are going through a period of extreme
depression; a number of manufacturers are in the hands of receivers and many
others are in financial difficulties. Numerous maPufacturers have passed their
dividende-even on preferred stocks--but the excise taxes must be paid to the
Federal Government monthly whether or not stockholders or bondhonders receive dividends or interest on their stocks or bonds.
In this connection it is interesting to note that in the case of one large manufacturer of chewing gum whose flgureq are available the amount paid in taxes
since October, 1917, is greater by 16 per cent than the amount paid. to stockholhers during the period.
In the measure row before you for consideration provision has been made
for the relief of other Industries through the abatement of the tax, through a
change in the form of taxation, or through a reduction in the amount of the tax
imposed. Manufacturers of chewing gum ask that the same consideration be
given to their industry.
The Mexican Government has recognized the situation and recently reduced
the export duty on chicle, the main ingredient of chewing gum, by more than
50 per cent. The Canadian Government has removed the war-time duties on
ingredients going into the manufacture of chewing gum, particularly the 7j per
cent import tax on chicle, and has also decreased the sales tax on our goods
from 3 per cent to 1j per cent.
Chewing gum Is not'a luxury. It is purchased mainly by children at 1 cent
a stick and by the poor man and his family at 5 cents a package containing five
pieces. If, however, it should be classed as a luxury, why should chewing gum
be taxed when articles running into comparatively large sums, such as silks
and velvets, real hand-made laces, laxurious furniture, exquisite and expensive
chinaware, cut-glass tableware, Russail caviar. pate de foie gras, exotic fruits,
cut flowers and other hothouse products, and numerous other luxuries that
only find their places in the homes or on the tables of the rich are not taxed?
Our industry is perfectly willing to pay it rightful share of any revenue required by the Federal Government, and we, therefore, suggest in lieu of the
special taxes on a comparatively few industries a general sales or turnover tax
of not more than 1 per cent. Unequal taxation, however, is resented by every
true American.
DAHWIN R. JAMES, Jr., Pre8ident.

BRIEF OF LEADING CANDY AND CONFECTIONERY ASSOCIATIONS.

We address you with the regoest that you reconsider that portion of the
contemplated revenue act which proposes to tax at 10 per cent confectionery
of the wholesale price of 40 cents or more per pound. The present uniform ratb
of 5 per cent was reduced to 3 per cent by the committee of the House. Recently It was reported that your committee contemplated a' modification of
the tax rate, so as to tax at 10 per cent candy and confectionery whose wholesale price was 40 cents or more.
This proposed change Is a matter of vital concern to a large group within
the industry and affects both manufacturer and retailer. Represented here,
among others, are manufacturers of nationally known brands, such as Huyler's,
Schrafft's, the Mirror, Park & Tilford, Wallace & Co., Greenfield's, Whitman's,
Crane Candy Co., Sweet Candy Co., Hershey's, and Runkel, all of whom are
manufacturers, and some of whom are also retailers, conducting as many as 60
or 70 stores. There is al.p represented here the Confectioners and Ice Cream
Manufacturers' Protective Association of the State of New York, which is an
association of retail dealers with upward of 500 members, and the Cocoa and
Chocolate Manufacturers' Association of the United States, consisting of practically all manufacturers of chocolate and chocolate products.
In the short time available It has been impossible for the undersigned to
procure the attendance of all those in the industry who are affected, but we
have the assurance that the National Confectioners' Association, as well as
the New England Confectioners' Association, join with us and support the
arguments which we are here presenting.
We feel that it is a fair statement to say that practically the entire candy
Industry protests against the 10 per cent discrimination, for which we can
find no basis in any arguments presented at the hearings on the revenue bill
or in the statistics of the industry.
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Measured in dollars and cents, the lO-per-cent tax would affect approximately
10 per cent of the volume of the industry, but we feel that the arguments here
presented will show that this high taxation will burden unduly a specific group,
of manufacturers whose, investments are large, will not produce any appreciable revenue, and will cause unfavorable comment from a large proportion
of the buying public.
The arguments submitted for your consideration are:
1. That although less than 10 per cent of all candy comes within the class
exceed ng 40 cents per pound wholesale, the greater part of the production
(in some cases aF, high as 90 per cent) of the manufacturers of confectionery
here represented does come within the scope of this 10per-cent tax. This
means that that group of candy manufacturers who have devoted their time,
energy, and money to building up nationally known brands of better-grade
candy will solely be burdened with the higher tax, while those concerns who have
devoted the'r efforts to cheaper grades will remain unaffected thereby. One.
concern selling a million dollars worth of goods annually may not manufacture
2 per cent of merchandise salable at 40 cents per pound or over, and another
concern doing the same amount of business would manufacture 90 to 05
per cent of the commodity Included in the higher rate of taxation.
2. Frmn the point of revenue the proposed 10 per cent tax will not produce
sufficient to warrant its imposition, but it will burden those affected thereby
with 25 per cent of the entire tax sought to be derived from the candy industry.
(See Schedule B.)
3. Contrary to popular belief (or newspaper reports), there is only a fair
margin of profit in high-grade candies, rio larger than in any other grade. Annexed hereto is a tabulation of manufacturers' cost taken from the actual
records of one of the largest manufacturers in the Eastern States, showing the
manufacturing cost of a I-pound package of candy which retails at $1.25. This
statement shows that the actual manufacturer sells this for 85 cents, netting him
a profit of 7.3 cents, out of which he must pay his income taxes. This same
manufacturer reports that for the year 1920 the net profit of this company was
31 per cent on sales.
Filed herewith is the brief of another large manufacturer in the city of
New York, who is also a retailer, 90 per cent of whose production would be
affected by the 10 per cent tax, and whose records for the year 1920 show that
its profit was approximately 12 per cent before the payment of Federal and
State income taxes.
It is therefore readily apparent that any taxation based upon a theory that
the cost of even the high-priced candy does not exceed 20 cents per pound is
entirely erroneous and contrary to the facts. The candy business is highly
competitive, and manufacturers are held to the closest margin of profit.
4. The 10 per cent tax will affect a large part. of the buying public, for much
of the candy intended to be-taxed at 10 per cent is sold in bulk and retailed in
small'units of 1 ounce or more at 5 or 10 cents. In other words, the sale of 1
pound of hig-taxed candy divided into 5 or 10 cent packages will be distributed
among a dozen people. Another large portion of this higher-priced candy is
retailed in small packages of standard size and weight at 5 or 10 cents a package. The present 5 per cent tax can hardly be absorbed by the manufacturer
of these package goods. A 10 per cent tax could not be so absorbed and would
lead to an increase in price of at least 1 and 2 cents in retail sales to a large
mass of the buying public.
5. The undersigned are convinced that the proposed differentiation within
the industry is discriminatory and unjustified. These manufacturers have
large investments and have sought through their energy and skill to. reach
the buying public with a product which is in no sense a luxury, or, if It must
be termed a luxury, is a poor man's luxury, for the buying public is not drawn
from the wealthy class but from the salaried and laboring class.
Annexed hereto is a typical cost sheet marked "Schedule A," to which reference has heretofore been made, A second schedule marked "B," showing the
distribution of the tax under the proposed plan and the resultant hardship to
us, is also annexed. There is also filed herewith the individual statements of
certain manufacturers indicating how they specifically will be affected by the
proposed legislation.
We therefore respectfully ask your committee to reconsider its present intention and to omit from the bill as it is to be reported to the Senate, the clause
as to the 10 per cent tax which is so discriminatory.

/
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SCHEDULR A.

Detals of cost of package retailig for $1.25 (1 pound super extra chocolates);
stholesale price 85 cents, including excise tax.
COST PER 100 PACKAGE.

Box and carton, 100 at $100 per 1,000
------------------------$10.00
Cardboard partitions, 100 at $2.65 per 1,000 ------------------------.
26
Top parchments, 100 at $25 per 1,(00
---------------------------.
03
Bonbon caps, 4,000 at $13 per 1,000---------------------------. 52
Cotton pad, 100 at $2.10 per 1,000 ------------------------------.
21
Lace mats, 100 at $2 per 1,000
---------------------------------.
20
Guarantee slips, 100 at $0.50 per 1,000 ---------------------------.
05
Cellophane wrappers, No. 10, 100 at $19.95 per 1,000 ---------------2.00
Seals, 200 at $0.47 per 1,000
----------------------------------.
09
Ribbon, No. lJ-2,410, 115 yards 9t $20.50 per 1,000 -----------------2. 86
Content labels, 100 at $1 per 1,000
------------------------------.
10
Contents
-------------------Labor, packing, and wrapping, etc-4.
Departmental overhead-departnent S -------------------------

15. 82
25.67
00
4.50

Packing for shipment

49.99
1.50

--------------------------------------

Total factory cost
---------------------------------Transportation
------------------------------------------General overhead. Including selling, advertising, office, and addmilnistration expenses (MAf on package goods)
---------------------Excise tax (1/21 of 85 cents)
--------------------------------

51.49
5.00

Total cost
Selling price

77.70
85.00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17. 16
4.05

Profit (before Income tax)
------------------------7. 30
The above company last year, on a business of $4,753,000, paid excise taxes
amounting to $210,775: income tax and excess-profits taxes of $60,298. Its net
profits for the year were 3j per cent.
SCT1RDVL. B.
The Government derived a revenue from the 5 per cent tax, on candy for the
year ending June 80, 1920, as follows:
Saies, $462,840,000; revenue, $28,142,030.
It Is estimated that there has been a shrinkage of 80 per cent from the
above figures, or
Sales, $824,000,000; revenue, $16,200,000.
Therefore the revenue from the tax now proposed on sales of $324,000,000
would be as follows:
90 per cent: $291,600.000 at 3 per cent
--------------------$8, 748,000
2,940,00
---------------------10 per cent: $29,400,000 ai 10 per cent
Total
---------------------------------------11,68, 000
Ten per cent of the sales of the industry would pay about 25 per cent of the
tax.
STATEMENT OF H. G(IEENFIELDVA SONS, Nicw YORK CITY.

The company was established In 1848, has a capital investment of nearly
$1,,10,000, and employs constantly nearly 500 help oni the average the year
round. Our domestic business is exclusively chocolates, and 65 per cent of it
consists of high-grade chocolates in fancy packages and bulk, distributed exclusively through the jobber. The remaining sales are made upl of 5-cent, 10cent. and 16-cent packages and chocolate penny goods. The greater proportion
of our bulk chocolates are also sold to the consumer by the penny, 5 cents, and
10 cents' worth by the retailer.
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We further submit that our proportion of profit on package and bulk goods,
retailing from 60 cents to $1 a pound, shows no greater profit than our 5, 10,
or 15 cent packages or our penny-count goods.,
The business of the company for the year 1920 was conducted at a slight
loss, and front the rtsults to date the net profits for the current calendar year
will not exceed 5 per cent after taxes.
This statement should, therefore, disprove the mistaken theory or notion that
runs in the niptds of some that the so-called high-priced candies show exorbitant
profits.
We further submit that our books are open to the Inspection of the Treasury
Department or any official who desires to substantiate this statement.
STATEMENT OF HAWLEY & HOOPS.

Although we are manufacturers of a general line of confectionery, 95 per
cent of which wouhl be unaffecte! by the 10 per cent tax, nevertheless we feel
this Is a gross injustice to many of the manufacturers where the position is
reversed.
We think any differentiation In the tax is bound to cause mischief and create
general confusion, within the industry, besides the unpleasant reaction on the
part of the public.
STATEMENT OF MENG() L. MORGENTHAU, PItESIDENT THE

MiItuoR.
The Mirror, of New York City, wholesalers and operators of 19 high-class
candy stores in *he metropolitan district, protests against the amendment which.
we understand is proposed by your committee to that part of the new revenue
bill which relates to the tax on candy. The bill as pssed by the House provided for the reduction of the 5 per cent tax levied on this commodity under the
existing law to 3 per cent. Your committee have, we are informed, agreed to
the reduction lurthe, tax from 5 to 3 per cent, but have incotporated the prosion that candy selling for 40 cents or more per pound shall pity a tax of 10
per cent.
Without any reference having been made thereto in the hearings before your
committee, and without any suggestion from th.' Industry, so far as we know,
we are utterly at a loss to understand the reasons causing your committee to
propose this amendment, which so clearly penalizes and discriminates against
one portion of the industry as compared with another. No such line of deiuarca-,
tion is Justified.
In the case of The Mirror, its records for 1920 show that 90 per cent of its
sales would come under the ruling of 40 cents per pound or over and be subject
to the 10 per cent tax. This would double the amount of the excise tax to be
paid by the Mirror, whereas the figures in Schedule B attached hereto show that
the Government intends to collect from the industry as a whole 33& per cent
less. This is manifestly a serious discrimination against concerns of our class.
It seems to be generally believed that the better class of merchandise shows
more of a profit than the lower priced goods. This is a serious mistake. The
gross profit of The Mirror in 1920, based on the cost of merchandise sold, was
only 45 per cent on the selling price. Against this there were expenses of over
33 per cent, leaving a net profit of only 12 per cent. These figures mean before

Federal and State taxes have been deducted. We are making this statement of
facts to counteract the grossly exaggerated and visionary statements recently
circulated through the press by irresponsible parties of a 300 per cent profit.
This statement of facts show very cleary that concerns such as The Mirror,
whose only crime seems to be that they have built up their businesses on
medium and higher-priced candies nationally know and demanded by tile public,
are being radically discriminated against when their exlcse taxes are doubled,
while the tax on the business of large wholesale concerns manufacturing a
cheaper grade of merchandise is being reduced 40 per cent. This discrimination
and injustice certainly does not require the opinion of almy tax expert, and the

collection of such a tax would be very difficult to satisfactorily explain to an
intelligent voter.
The retail candy industry Is probably in closer touch with the consuming
public than most industries. It is not a case of an occasional purchase but one

of daily consumption by millions of voters throughout the country. If this discriminatory tax is allowed to remain in the bill, and it finally becomes law, it
will be necessary for the thousands of stores which happen to deal in the better
brands of confectionery to enlighten their customers and the public as to why
they are required to pay a tat of 10 per cent on the candy they purchase.
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BRIEF OF THE NATIONAL CONFECTIONEBS' ASSOCIATION.'

1. There is a very general impression that the price of sugar should control
the price of candy, and that candy prices to-day should reflect absolutely the
70 per cent reduction In refined sugar prices sInce 1020. This impression is
incorrect, as the cost of sugar constituts only a small per cent of the cost of
producing candy. The ratio of sugar cost to total cost of production is manifestly
larger in the less expensive grades of candy. Eighty per cent of the candy produced in the United States is sold by the manufacturer at 20 cents and under
per pound. On this candy sugar represents about 15 per cent of the total manufacturers' cost. On higher-priced candy the sugar percentage cost iS naturally
less. It must furthermore be borne in mind that the cost of packages or containers, labor, and high overhead expenses constitute a very considerable proportion of the total coot of the higher-priced candies.
2. An erroneous impression prevails that the confectionery industry Is ihe
chief beneficiary of prohibition. This, however, is not correct. All industries
have profited by prohibition, due to the fact that money hitherto spent for
liquor has been available for expenditure In other lines. Accurate statistics
carefully collected by the National Confectioners' Association show that industries have prospered In the following order: (1) Savings banks, (2) the s)ftdrink Industry, (3) the !ce-creamn industry, (4) the theaters and moving-picture
shows, and (5) the confectionery Industry. The increase in candy production
to the best of our information has been approxinmtely 25 per cent, due to the
natural expansion of the industry rather than to prolbiton.
3. Candy is sold by manufacturers at prices ranging upward from 12J cents
per pound. Eighty per cent of ill candy produced is sol by the manufacturer
at 20 cents or under per pound. Ten per cent Is mol by the manufacturer at
prices ranging from 20 cents to 80 cents per pound. Tie remaining 10 per cent
constitutes the higher-priced candies. Candy sold by the manufacturer at 20
cents and under per pound is sol hy the retailer to the consumer at from 25
cents to 40 cents per pound. These candles, for the most part, are manufactured
by machinery.
4. The removal of the 5 per cent manufacturers' excise tax on candy will have
the following result: Some candy to-day is sold at less than cost in order to Inproduction and thus reduce overhead costs. On such candy the manufacturer by the removal of the excise tax can eliminate h:s losses. On other goods
prices would be reduced to the amount of the tax thus removed or the manufacturer would be able, without change in pr'ce to the jobber or retailer, to give
larger pieces or quantities for a penny, nickel, or dime. The saving In tax would
he reflected either In reduced prices or In added quantity or material.
5. Many articles made from exactly the same ingredients pay an excise tax
when manufactured by confectioners, but no specific taxes when manufactured
by cake and cracker manufacturers. Such articles are: Fig-filled ewtons, vanilla
wafers dipped in chocolate, sugar wafers, wafers covered with nuts and dipped

in chocolate, etc. As an example of the competition which we are suffering

from th!s class of products we may cite raisins packed in 2-ounce packages to
retail
to the consumer at 5 cents per package. The demand for these is enor1ou1 and is stimulated by a nation-wide advertising compa'gn on the part of
the raisin growers. Thirty carloads of these rals'ns put up In these small 5-cent

packages have been shipped into New York City ithin the past few days.
Paying no tax, either manufacturer's or consumer's, they are sol( in direct coinfil

petit!on with tax-paying confectionery. Yet a candy manufacturer must pay th!s
excise tax if he takes these ,me rais'ns, dips them in chocolate, and offers them
for sale. We do not advocate or urge a tax on these articles, lut we protest
against the competitive disadvantage under which we are placed on account
of the exclse tax on candy. This Is having a serious effect upon our busness.

6. The great bulk of candy sales consists of penny goods and candy sold in

ji

Ii

sales units of 1 cent, 5 cents, and 10 cents. The price at which such candy is
The sizes of the different kinds of candy can not be
(sold
can not be advanced.

reduced and successfully compete with articles which are not taxed. The cost

to the consumer Is increased by the Intervening profits of the Jobber and the
retailer before the candy reaches the ult'nate consumer.
7. No other Industry which is subject to an excise tax is confronted with the
competitive conditions which must be met by the candy manufacturers, as the
above statements clearly demonstrate.
8. The excise tax can not be passed on to the consumer without seriously dcreasing the demand for candy. Whatever increases prices under present Collditions decreases demand.
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9. The excise tax can not be absorbed by the retailer or the jobber, because
It would reduce or destroy the retailer's or jobber's rightful profits, and they
will not sell the candy if they can not make a profit thereon.
10. Under these conditions the excise tax can not be absorbed by the manufaeturer without the. danger of losing his entire profit, which, as stated above,
event under normal conditions, is very small. If he absorbed the exercise tax it
would completely wipe out his profit.
11. The excise tax is not a tax on profits, It Is a tax on doing business, and
It must be paid whether the candy manufacturer makes a profit or not. Under
present conditions this tax is being paid by many candy manufacturers out of
their actually invested capital.
12. Durbig the first six months of the calendar year 1921 the Treasury Depdlrtment has received from the candy excise tax approximately $3,000,000 less
than were received (luring the same six months of 1920, a reduction of about
one-third. These figures emphasize the extreme business depression in the candy
industry. There has been a greater percentage of failures In the candy manufacturing industry so far during 1921 than at any time during the past five
years.
18. The candy excise tax is furthermore discriminatory and detrImental to
candy manufacturers, because it gives an advantage to certain classes or manufacturing retailers who avoid paying either as a whole or in part the candy
excise tax on their sales. It is estimated that there are 30,000 Greeks 'and
other nationalIties engaged in the candy manufacturing business in the United
States who sell directly to the consumers. Many of these retail manufacturers
keep no records and can not be checked up by the Government authorities In
reference to paying the excise tax, and yet they constitute a constantly increasIng element of competition In the Industry, which must be met by. candy manufacturers who keep accurate records, have a high overhead expense, and conduct
their business under sanitary conditions.
14. As stated herein, it should be kept in mind that the great bulk of the
candy is sold through small retail distributors, such as drug stores, grocery
stores, genterdil stores, 5 and 10 cent stores, and retail confectioners situated In
cities, small towns, and rural districts. These distributors do not manufacture
the candy which they sell. Their competition, especially in the cities, small
towns, and rural districts, is from the foreign element which has entered the
candy business and in many cases is manufacturing candy under unsanitary
conditions and selling at very low prices diretely to the consumers. These lower
prices are possible because such manufacturers are willing to make a profit
that is not a living profit for the regular established distributors, and also to the
fact that the regular established distributors must, because of the nature of
their business, consider in their prices to the consumers the profits intervening
between the manufacturer and the consumer. If the manufacturer should shift
the. tox to the jobber and the retailer, then the retailer would have to bear
the burden of the tax and the accumulation of profit thereon, whereas the manufacturing retailers of the class referred to above would wholly, or at least in
part, avoid the payment of the tax.
15. Candy manufacturers are subject to three Federal taxes--corporationprofits tax, excess-proiits tax, and the 5 per cent excise tax-as compared with
only two taxes levied on competitive and other industries not subject to specific
taxes. We are not asking to be freed from general taxation. All that we ask
Is that we shall be taxed the same as other Industries in general. We are now
being taxed on Invested capital, because we can not actually pass the tax on
to the consumer without a serious effect upon the consumption of the product.
We therefore urge the repeal of the candy excise tax because it is burdensome,
discriminatory, and unfair to a reputable industry, which under normal conditions is always highly comptitive.
16. If industries are to be taxed, then ip all fairness we believe that they
should till be taxed alike and that our industry should not be discriminated
against.
HUBERT B. FULLER, #S.peial Ta.x Counsel;
THOMAS E..LANNEN, General Counsel;
Treasurer:
HionEs,
WALTER C.
of the
Asiociation.
Tmr Secretary
Committeeand
Special

EXCISE TAXES.
B1UIEF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ENGINE AiD BOAT
KANUFACTUREM (INC.).
Swc. 900, Par. 20: "Yachts and motor boats not designed for trade, fishing,
or national defense; and pleasure boats and pleasure canoes if sold for more
than $15, 10 per cent."
The National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers (Inc.) is an
organization for the purpose of promoting the general welfare of its membership, which includes 151 industrial plants engaged in the manufacture of motor
boats, engines, and marine accessories located on the Atlantic and Pcitflc
coasts and on the Great Lakes. Our boat-building plants represent an aggregate invested capital of $15,000,000 and employ approximately 10,000 workmen.
The association respectfully urges the repeal of the present tax of 10 per cent
Imposed by paragraph 20 of section 900 of the revenue act of 1918 upon yachts
and motor boats not designed for trade, fibbing, or national defense, for the
following reasons:
1. The tax has had a destructive effect upon the yacht and motor boat Industry.
2, As compared with similar taxes upon other industries, it is oppressive
and discriminatory.
3. It tends to discourage the.use of yachts and motor boats and thereby will
eventually destroy the Naval Reserve Force, which was a valuable adjunct of
the Navy during the recent war.
4. The amount of revenue received from the tax is negligible.
t. A greater amount of revenue would be obtained if the tax were removed.
DEPRESSED CONDITION OF MOTOR-BOAT [NDUSTRY.

A comparison of the present condition of the motor-boat industry with that
existing in 1913 will show conclusively the destructive effect of this tax. For
the first nine months of the year 1013 the 15 largest builders of pleasure boats
reported a total volume of business of $1,528,802.15, as compared with a total
business of only $466,602.48 for the same 15 companies for the tirst nine months
of the year 1919. Out of those replies received from the members of the association in response to its request for a comparative record of these two periods
there were seven companies which reported having no pleasure-boat business at all
during the first nine months of the year 1919. From these statistics it is plainly
apparent that there has been a falling off of at least 70 per cent of the normal
business transacted by our boat-building companies. In making this comparison it should also be born in mind that the year 1918 was not a peak or banner
year in the boat-building Industry.
Because of the rapid advance in the last few years in wages and in the cost
of material entering Into the manufacture of motor boats the selling price has
of necessity been increased to a considerable degree. Yachtsmen generally have
seemed unwilling to accept this increased burden in view of existing conditions,
and the additional tax of 10 per cent has driven practically every prospective
purchaser out of the market and has been the direct cause of the cancellation
of many orders, thus depriving the marine industry of a large proportion of Its
normal revenue.
During the continuance of the war the building of boats for pleasure purposes
came to a standstill, and our marine manufacturers faced the alternative of
either taking on commercial work or going out of business. Introduced originally as a war m-asure, this particular tax provision would have aroused no
opposition from the industry, inasmuch as all of the shipyards and marine32
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engine plants of the country had either already engaged in necessary war
work or were preparing to, do so. Between the: signing of the armistice in
November, 1918,'and the enactment of the revenue act in February, 1919, taxes
that were to have been imposed under this statute upon other industries were
either eliminated from the bill or materially reduced, while the tax proposed i
the section relating to the sale of yachts, motor boats, pleasure boats, etc., was
unchanged.
Thu present situation in the industry is made more acute by reason of the
fact that during the recent war a large number of these boat-building companies
considerably enlarged their plants in order to be in a position to serve the
Government in the construction of submarine chasers, mine sweepers, barges,
lighters, tugs, hydro-airplane hulls, and other work vitally necessary to the
successful prosecution of the war. The 10 per cent tax placed upon the sale of
motor boats at the close of the war became, therefore, an even greater bloW
to the industry because of the expansion of their plants and facilities, and the
abAolute crushing of their hopes for a renewal of the normal volume of their
business transacted in the prewar years.
This tax also bears with extreme hardship upon a class of citizens who made
heavy sacrifices during the war.
A majority of the steami and power yachts over 40 feet in length were voluntarily surrendered by their owners to the Government for a nominal consideration and were used for important naval service during the period of the
war. In many cases their owners also volunteered their services and entered
the Naval Reserve Force.. Although tile Government was supposed to pay the
owners of these vessels a sum sufficient to put them in the same condition as
when they were taken over, the fact is that the Government allowance for
repairs is so inadequate, in some cases not one-half of the cost, that the owners
will not undertake to make the necessary repairs. The only recourse of the
owners Is to sell the vessels at a large reduction from their former value, and
upon repurchlasing a new vessel they are compelled to pay not only aa increased price because of the increased cost of production, but they are also
compelled to pty a 10 per cent tax for the privilege of replacing tile vessels
which they sold or gave to the Government for war use. This increased cost
of production Is mainly due to the advancing prices of all material entering
into the construction of vessels, including accessories and equipment, as well
as to the increased and special taxes paid by the accessory and equipment
manufacturers, which, being added to the cost, are included in the final price
of the completed yacht or motor boat. When there Is added to this price the
10 per cent tax upon construction, as measured by the sale price of the vessel,
the gross outlay becomes so great that owners are refraining from placing
orders for new vessels and in many instances have written to the members of
the association canceling orders which have already been placed because of this
tax.
In addition, tile present tax has a seriously detrimental effect upon the marineengine industry. A large volume of capital and many thousands of skilled
employees are engaged in the manufacture of engines for yachts and motor
boats. A falling off of work in the shipyards of the country is at once reflected
In the 'xarine-engine works. There are about 170 of these engine works in
this country, employing approximately 26,300 persons. Unless the industry
is freed from the effects of this tax their plants will remain upon a part-time
basis and their labor forces will be scattered to other mechanical industries,
and years of constant effort will be required to again build up their disrupted
organizatiQns.
In addition to restricting the construction of yachts and motor boats, the
present tax limits the opportunities for employment, which is the greatest
economic need of the country at the present time. Yacht and motor-boat conttruction requires a highly specialized force of skilled artisans, and any governmental policy which tends to disrupt their organization and prevent their
employment should be avoided. There are at present about 215 yacht yards,
which normally employ more than 10,000 workmen. Some of these employees
have been working in these yards for many years. having entered as apprentices.
For the last two years of the war Government work kept busy practically all
these yards. However, with the completion of the Goverment work these yards
had to reduce their labor forces, and may yet be cownpelled to close down
entirely unless normal conditions are soon to prevail. With the present 10 per
cent tax operating as an insurmountable obstacle to the acquisition of new
69030-21---
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expected, and at the present time the larger yards are doing practically nothing
upon new construction because of the stifling effect of this tax. In one large
yard the labor force has been reduced by 200 workmen because of the cancellation
and withholding of orders for new vessels.
The need is apparent for the retention in their present vocations of the
shipbuilders and other marine workers of the country. With the present
stagnation in the boat-building business, directly attributable to this tax,
these skilled mechanics are rapidly becoming absorbed in other lines of industry,
and unless relief is soon obtained the marine industry of the country will
be seriously threatened.
The financial resources of many of our members have been strained to the
breaking point In an endeavor to hold together their organizations while awaits
lg rtllef from this intolerable condition. Unless this relief is adequate and
speedy the industry will disintegrate, and many of the existing plants will
either devote their facilities to other lines of manufacture or, if this can not
be done, will pass into the hands of receivers.
The association respectfully invites the attention of the members of this
committee to the brief of the Waterway League of America in support of
a users' tax on motor boats, in which the present situation Is summarized in
these words:
1"If American yachting Is to return within any reasonable time to its prewar
condition, If the yacht yards and engine shops are to be permanently prosperous,
and if the great army of workers in yacht and engine building and their allied
industries are to be assured of regular and profitable employment, the tax
on construction imposed by section 900, article 20, must be removed in Its
entirety."
This quotation Is presented here because it represents the impartial opinion of
persons dwho are familiar with the problems. confronting this industry, but
who are not directly or Indirectly engaged in the business of yacht or motorboat construction.
TAX iS DISCRIMINATORY AS COMPARED WITH OTHER INDUSTRIH.

PI~
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The association has always believed that the motor-boat industry has been
unjustly discriminated against by this provisloa of the revenue act of 1918.
cent tax is plainly
That the Industry is unable to stand the strain of the 10 perthe
members of the
Indicated by the tremendous falling off In the business of
association who for the past 18 months have been operating upon a baws
of less than 25 per cent of their normal factory output. The motor-boat industry is practically one-eightieth of the size of the automobile Industry when
compared with reference to volume of invested capital and employs only about
one-thirtieth as many workmen, Notwithstanding this great disparity in the
comparative size of the two Industries, the motor-boat industry is taxed at
the rate of 10 per cent while the corresponding tax upon automobiles is at the
rate of 5 per. cent. While it is not contended that these industries are competitive In the ordinary sense, at the same time they both furnish the means for
outdoor recreation, and if the motor-boat owner Is prohibited by what he
regards as an excessive tax. upon his new boat he will buy an automobile,
until such time as he feels that he can economically resume his trips on the
water. In this sense, they are competitive, and the imposition of a 10 per cent
tax upon the motor-boat industry is a serious discrimination in favor of the
automobile Industry, whic9 is only taxed at the rate of 5 per cent.
TAX WILL INTERFERE WITH FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NAVAL RESERVE FORCE.

time
F Another vitally important effect of this tax to to prevent the training InStates
of peace of persons living on the coastal or inland waters of the United

In the use of yachts and motor boats, who during the recent war formed a
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tive branch of the Government to this class of men, who may at any time in
the future again be called upon to render active service.
The records of the Navy Department attest the fact that experienced yachtsmen were invaluable in the patrol and convoy service. Lloyd's Register of
American Yachts for 1920 is authority for the statement that there were 438
yacht clubs in this country. A total of 1,675 yachtsmen from these clubs volunteered their services to the Government by plachig their experience and skill as
navigators, boatmen, etc., at the disposal of the country. Of this number 269,
or about 16 per cent, served as officers of the Navy. In addition to the possible
use of owners of motor boats in time of war, many of the officers of the merchant marine received their training in small boats In the coastal waters of tile
United States. The association cites tills phase of the stutition merely to bring
before the committee the fact that this 10 per cent tax has a far-reaching and
disastrous effect upon one of the oldest and most important ildustries, because
it tends to discourage many persons who, were it not for th!s oppressive tax,
would at this time be operating motor boats.
REVENUE DERIVED FROM TAX IS NEGLIGIBLE.

The volume of revenue collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue from tills
source, according to its official statistics, has been ex('cedingly small. The
figures covering the revenue received from the sales tax on motor boats are as
follows:
1919

192

1919

192

July ......... '...........

August ..............

, 148. 71
3,721.72

$10!35,721.72
3 .AO

November
..........
December .............

$18,663.41
7,200.36

$2
3. 18
25,119.68

September ..........
October .............

31,029. 01
19, 96. 04

173,470.61
21,998.80

Total ............

140,749.80

382,181.75

On the users' tax there wai collected during the first six months of 1920
$256,128.01 and for the last six months of 1920 $500,170.81, making a thtal
of $756,298.82 for the calendar year of 1020. It can thus be seen that by adding
the revenue from the users' tax to the revenue from the sales tax the Government collected from these sources In 1920 about $1,250,000.
During the year 1920 the Consolidated Shipbuilding Corporation paid 'a tax
of $135,000 on a single yacht, leaving the balance of the tax for that year,
to wit, $320,245.51. to represent the tax from all the other boat.building concerns of the country.
REMOVAL OF 10 PER (ENT TAX WILL YIELD GREATER REVENUE.

From a study of the present condition of the motor-boat industry, it must
be apparent that no large amount of revenue can ever be obtained from this
source because the present tax on new construction violates the fundamental
rule that a tax should not be Imposed which destroys its own source of revenue.
As long as the present tax is retained the motor-boat industry must remain in
its present stagnated condition. If removed, the industry will revive as general
business conditions improve. Unless the industry is in a prosperous financial
condition, the Government can not obtain revenue front it either by means of
the present tax upon new construction or from income or profits taxation. A
far greater amount of revenue would undoubtedly be obtained from the indiustry through the income tax paid by these concerns and their employees
through the income and profits taxes than has beep obtained from the present
fax, which ias not only failed to yield a satisfactory amount of revenue to the
Treasury but has also by cutting off orders for new construction of yachts and
motor boats placed tile manufacturers In a condition of stagnation, which has
prevented the Treasury from receiving itA fair share of the profits of this industry. From the standpoint of the amount of revenue fairly due to the Treasury Department from tills industry ,the association unhesitatingly takes the
position that by stliulating the sport of yachting and motor boating and by

Increasing their use by tile people the Treasury will, under whatever system of
taxation tills committee Is about to formulate, receive annntually a far greater
amount in one year than .lms been collected tinder tills 10 per cent tax.

CONCLSION.

'This atssiclatlon asks for no preference or special eiemptdon. iUs memieis
fealite thadt the vast war debt must be paid by nleans of heavy txaon tt
tifihuif bliev6s in 'equal distrlbution of the cosIt of goverjrnent and is willing
"to*pay Its ktair shAre of the cost of winning the war. However, it urgently
Wquests 'the renjoval of this oppressive, unequal, and discriminatory 10 per cent
tax, to permit the reestablishmexit of the yacht and inotor-boat industry upon
firm financial And Industi'laI basit, to permit thousands of ou citizo ns to
recreation upon the coastal and inland
!eAlthful
f
eVnjoy the physical benefits
of rained
vaters 'of the United States, and to assist In the upbuilding of a force
yichtsmen aid lnotor-boat navigators, Who will ever stand ready to again give
their vessels and their services, if necessary, for the future defense of tle
HEiY It. SuTPHEN, Pre8sent.
Country.
'a

IRA HAND, Heeretar.

GEORGE F. LAWLEY, Chairman Legislation Committee.

BRIE

OF THE TOILET SOAP ,AAFACTUREBS

OF THE UNITED

On behalf of the manufacturer's of toilet soaps an(d tollet-sdap powders we
have the honor to request that in the readjustment of Internal revenue taxes
now about to be made by Congress the special impost of 8 per cent on toilet
soaps and toilet-soap powders be repealed. We earnestly urge the elimination
of this tax on the ground that it is an inequitable burden and a clear discrimination against a single industry, as it is levied in addition to a full share
;0f all other taxos, including corporate and individual income taxes, borne
by these manufacturers.
In this cokinectloh we beg -to remind you that the President of the United States
In a message to Congress on May 20, 1919, more than two years ago, made the
following recommendation:
"Manty of the minor taxes provided for In the revenue legislaflon of 1917
and 1918, though no doubt naie necessary by the pressing fneceslties of the
war time, cah hitrdly find sufcldnt JutVfiatt~n under the easier &cuutances
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The nmanu4cturers of tpilet soaps and toil p-spap pqwders durlpg the aq
two'fiscal yetrs ppid a Specifi tAi averagit% pre tIn $2,QQ,Q00 per a'pgpl.
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minor imposts .levieol by tize war vevepue act.
Vpop what theory C04es, i4)PpOed tilo particular tg4 wee jipve never bwej
able to understand. It wpqid lilk'1y seen iesspfy tQ I1it P3t the Ppurlty
of taxing ordinary bath sogps as in tines, a!nd it |, cert4Ii |, i4mqpr.0 1 act
tlat thi aqtbqprs of the existing 10W sho4q!i l ve go;V 9utslde t! e cqegorjes
of the Spanish War revenue act of 1898 1%nd the revenue qct of N14 for the
revenue lqw of
purpose of imposing a tax on soitp, 'wjich, *iicp the arVIt4'h
18(p2,
hap Inconceivable
never been stgbjecteq
ye~Inter#l
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oe!
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whatever. It
shouhi tqx soup as an article qt lxkry when this qovernu .t is spending
oir people the importance O0
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movement for Improved lyglepe aid better stuttlp-, Legls~la(|lm requiring
to its cheapness would erv.tilly be more
the use of soap and contributing
tines.
appropriate to tle spirit of the
We are sure that ~ngrorss is not unmindful of the wprld-wj(je demand pnl
the part of'the consumner for lower prices, especiglly upon the pecessarles
of life, In which we do not hesitpte to itncltlde plr proluets. Wlherever it iq
possible to meet this denmand to a stelstantlal extVent, it Is alpo possilp to
naitain nornl production and to afford emppyment at livng wageo.
When costs of production and the burdens pf taxttilon nmtlke it impossible
to bring about lower prices there 1o an inevitable shrikage In demand, product'on, employment, and prosperity. The Federal receipts fronm corporate
1nd individual inconle taxes and other sources of revevmq aIecte l VY the
general welfare of tlje people flave far more to gain fromt a general condition
of prosperity that will be brought about by a sc'entific readJustnient of tax
burdens that; can be obtained by the retp;ition of discriminatory Imposts on
special Industries, particularly those producing goods necessarily hitcluded
In the dally budget of the American family no matter how limited its resoltrces.
We beg to assure your conlmittee that our industry i animated by the
same spirit of ptrlotj~m that has been so strongly manifested throughout the
country since Ailierivp first became involved in the great World War. To
whatever extent Congress In Its wisdom shall increase corporate and individual
income taxes or any other impost bearing equally upon he taxpayers of the
whole country we shall cheerfully contribute our shore, but we nmoot earnestly
prge.the repeal of the present discriminatory tax on our products.
We believe that the expectatlqn that Congress will speedily lift all Inequi,
table tax burdens on industry is 111stifled by the confidence of the entire
N~utton in yoir intelligent and st tesimnlike handling of a problem that is
vital to the welfare of the whole coumitry.
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It thus appears that the benefit promised to the Government by this taxation
is almost negligible when it is considered what expense will be necessarily incident to the gathering and consideration of the monthly reports and the colelection of the tax. At the same time an American business will be greatly
damaged and a foreign business benefited. The effect upon these manufactures
will be so disastrous and so much worse than the framers of the bill expected
that it is desired to present to the committee this data for the purpose of showIng them that for a very little benefit to the Government they are not only
damaging an American industry that is to-day inadequately protected by the
tariff, but are doing so without at the same time revising the tariff schedule so
as to give the industry a protection equal to the added tax.
The raw material with which American makers of these goods produce the
finished pocketbooks, purses, and bags and shopping bags includes a large
quantity of imported raw material, consisting of metal frames, small hand
mirrors, toilet articles, links, linings, etc. Most ot'this material has been hiported practically continuously, and under the existing tariff regulations the
average duty that this imported material has borne is 65 per cent. The benefit
thereof has, of course, been received only by such other American industries as
were protected by that rate, but that high tariff has necessarily. enhanced, the
cost of production of handbags, etc., by the American manufacturer of the
articles here represented.
The American labor market and all material and overhead charges in the
city ot New York, as everyone knows, have not only been high but have come
down so slowly and so slightly that little real relief is visible for some time
to come. Therefore the combination of high cost of production plus the
high cost of the imported material plus the high cost of American-produced
material tends to make the margin of profit in the American production precarious, because of the existence of active competition.
That active competition is the completed foreign-made article which is imported here and which pays upon entrance a duty of only about 85 per cent.
That article is produced abroad, where labor and material are cheap, and
when this low tariff oil the completed article is added to the low price at which
it is broxight 'here the finished article may be put on sale in the best stores in
New York City at a price that allows a high profit and yet at a pr:ce slightly
under the Anierican-produced article of the same grade.
If the's committee could revise these two tariff items so as to make them
reasonable and consistent, this proposed 5 per cent tax would be negligible,
but to-day without that extra tax the American manufacturer finds it hard
enough to meet the foreign-completed article, and so he either must charge
this 5 per cent against his narrow inargin of profit or increase his selling price
and make his article sell still higher than the imported equivalent.
Some of the raw mnaterlal which is used by American manufacturers is imported, with a duty that varies from 25. to 80 per cent, and thigh material
is used in making the goods that would be subject to this tax, namely, articles
selling to the retailer at more than $4 apiece. The gold frames, for example,
bear a .50 per cent duty, the trimmings 60 per cent, and the toilet fittings 60
per cent, so that the average is at least 50 per cent. This added cost is confined
to goods that sell at $4 and over. In other words, the article made in America,
which it is proposed to tax at 5 per cent on the manufacturer's price, is the
very article that has already been under the burden of paying these heavy
tariff, duties on the material that is needed to make them-a cost not borne
by cheaper articles which contain little or no imported material. These
articles selling by the malter at more than $4 'are also burdened with the
prevailing labor cost in America, which item has been the subject of attempted
arbitration in this very trade, thus far without success,. The wage agreement
now in force has kept the wage scale practically stationary for the past year.
In 1920 it rose about 85 per cent. So that to-day and for the future, as far as
can be seen, the high labor cost will continue at approximately the peak it
reached in the latter part of last year. These "over $4" items are therefore
subject to a second heavy burden.
The reduction in American frames and other American material has been
in no way equal to diminished sales and the diminished profits, so that with
labor and foreign material practically unchanged and with the buying power
of. the country almost on strike the margin of profit in this class of goods
has not only fallen from the 10 per cent that prevailed in 1920 but in 1921 has
been replaced by losses with some manufacturers and by decreased margins
with others. This is in spite of the reduction in the American-made material.
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Generally speaking, the overhead in 1921 has increased in the face of docreased sales, and no intelligent observer sees any change in 1922. The arbitra.
tion of the wage question has been st'nrulated by the need for reduced production cost, and if no material reduction Is obtained that industry is going to
have a year during which careful management will be necessary to keep
going. The charts used in the arbitration matter are available, and since
they are In printed form can be submitted to this committee, If necessary, to
show how fair is the above statement of the wage conditions.
Although these conditions have not been felt generally by those manufacturers who do not come Into the "over $4" class, they have the further advantage of iot using much imported material, and therefore do not have to consider the tariff additions. Yet it is jIroposed to free them from any tax upon
their productions (under $4) at an arbitrary figure, which Is supposed to divide
a necessary from a luxury. It is difficult to explain why a $8..95,handbag is not
a luxury but a $4.05 one is, and yet these txes are levied on the theory that
If one can afford to pay $4.0h for a handbag one ought to be willing (even If
the tax were added to the price) to iay 5 per cent more. As a matter of
fact, bags, etc., can not now be termed a luxury at tlint price. although
when the retailer gets through adding his profit he has made the article sell
at a luxury price.- If that is so, the 5 per cent should be included in his sub.
stantlal increase which the retailer invariably lias added to the $4 goods.
His margin of profit Is notoriously greater than that of the manufacturer, and
If there is ary profit that can stand a 5 per cent tax it is his rather than
the maker's.
He, however, puts upon his counter not merely our American inade goods
but the foreign article Imported complete, and made of goods low ill price because of foreign conditions in labor. The addition of the 30 to 40 per cent
tariff rate on the completely foreign article is not much of a burden, because of
the low Importation price base from which It Is figured. The total cost to him
Is thus such that lie can add a large profit and yet retail It at less than its
American equivalent.
In fact, he does- so, and in that way we see one of the reasons for sales decrease now apparent. As between the two articles the purchaser is inclined
always to select the cheaper one, if they are approximately the same. and in
spite of the American effort to keep the margin of profit low this foreign competition persists. The retailer makes m6re on that article than on the American article, and he keeps the prices of them almost the same, but keeps the imported article up near to the lowest price that lie thinks proper for the Anmerican article. He figures the latter by adding what lie thinks is a proper profit
to our sale price, and then with that as a standard fixes the price of the foreign
article, even though he thereby gets a very large profit on the latter. The
effect on our trade is obvious.
There are approximately 150 manufacturers such as are here represented,
and 85 per cent are In the metropolitan district, whlch includes New Jersey.
This association has practically every substantial manufacturer in that district
as a member, and 80 per cent of the trade volume is represented In it. The
gross manufactured total In 1920 decreased almost one-third in'1921. and the
consensus of opinion in the trade is that there Is no reasonable prospect of im.
provement next year. If the better grade of goods is subject to a further burden, next year will .be a pool, year, with many manufacturers suspending opera.
tons In that grade of goods, and letting the trade buy the imported article,
which'will then be without competition. In that event the retailer will demand
what he pleases, since the American market will be in his hands, and home
competition will cease until he goes too high and tempts it to come back.
If the tax is levied on the goods sold by the manufacturer there Is no assurance when these goods will move out into the retailer's or consminer's hands,
and much of them will, if conditions continue, remain as a sort of frozen credit.
There is enough of that now, and we submit that no taxation which will Increase
that amount will benefit trade, but In the long run must react upon the Government, through curtailing of production.
As a matter of fact the tax at this point will not pay as it would further on,
because time retailer having added a substantial profit has created a retail price
appreciably larger than the cost to him, and yet that increased selling price
is going to be free of taxation. It Is estimated that the consumer pays about
22 per cent more than the manufacturer gets, and If this difference were the
basis of the tax the Government would get an appreciably larger sum. The
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proposed method, however, loses that added quantity of taxes---a loss that
would not occur if the retail sale price were the basis of computation.
'The reputable manufacturers, all of whom belong to this association, fear
that some competitors who are not in the association may be tempted to sell
at a fictitious price ;uch of their products as ought to bring more than $4.
This fictitious price will be $4 or under, and since that sale will be the manufacturers' sale no tax can thereafter be imposed on a resale, In this way such
manufacturers will escape any tax, and those agencies with which they deal
will make some private arrangement whereby the difference between the fictitious price and the real price can be returned as a sort of rebate. The creation
of a corporation which would take the manufacturers' products in this way
will no doubt be one of the methods which a dishonest competitor would use,
Such a method would be futile if the tax were placed upon the retail price and
seems another reason for not placing It upon the producer.
, The last point of objection Is one of the most important and relates to what
sales shall be the subject of this tax if it Is Imposed In the form contemplated,
The bill under consideration does not seem to affect the opening sentences of
section 00, and the regulations published, by the Treasury Department Indicate that if they are continued In their present form the tax will be collected
monthly upon sales In the i.onth beginning at the date of the passage of the
tct. That, however, Is a matter of argument, and at present the bill does not
definitely provide that'tbe tax shall not be retroactive.
The manufacturers have gone through 1921 on the assumption that they had
figured till taxes and other charges, and their prices have been based on that
belief. Many of them have suffered serious losses of profit, and others have
even received no profit on some sale. It would be most unfair to levy a tax
which would operate upon sales made during the year 1921 and prior to the
(late when this bill becomes a law. For example, a manufacturer whose gross
sales have netted him a profit of $20,000 for 1921 would find that 5 per cent of
his gross sales would almost wipe out his profit. The 10 per cent that used to
prevail hag been so cut down by circumstances that many of the manufacturers
would thereby lose all of the 1921 profits. Where they would get the money to
pay their income and other taxes it Is impossible to see, so we are confident that
the injustice of any retroactive tax must appear at once to the committee.
Not only should the tax not be made retroactive for the above reasons, but
it should not even be effective until July 1, 1922, because already the manufac.
turers are in process of completing their business for the next eight months.
Their spring business, the preparations for which begin long before the season,
are being made on the bas' of present tax conditions anl their contracts are
made months ahead. The selling price with them Is determined long before delivery and is filed by facts i&operation at the time the contract is wade. From
now till the end of the year such contracts will be concluded regularly, and
sInce ths tax can not be definitely fixed for some months yet it is unfair for the
trade to, be held In suspense (luring the period when It should be making Its
contracts.. It Is equally unfair to ask It to contract upon present conditions anti
then manufacture at a time when a different condition exists. If the tax be.
comes operative July 1. the necessary rendjustments can be made, but it Is
scarcely possible to make them all if the tax takes effect before that date.
The undersigned will attend at committee' sessions upon request or representative members of the association will appear before the 6owmittee If d(.
sired for examination to substantiate the foregoing statements.
MIER STEINBRINK, Attorney.
BRIEF OF THE UMBRELLA MANUFACTURE S ASSOCIATION OF
AMEICA.
The Umbrella Manufacturers Association of America most earnestly protest
the imposition of a sales tax on the manufacturer of umbrellas and parasols.
This proposed tax is a glaring Instance of the transfer of tax from a luxury
to a real necessity, which will be brought home to every family In this country,
besides handicapping with needless expense a small Industry already operating
at a very small margin of profit.
The reasons in detail why we ask that umbrellas and parasols be eliminated
from the manufacturers' sales-tax schedule are:
1. Umbrellas are a necessity and required by all classes of people as a pro.
tection against the weather for their persons and clothing.
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2. The basis o which the tax applies is below the cost of manufacture of a
really serviceable umbrella, so that the tax can not be considered in any sense

a tax on a luxury.

8. The tax proposed in the House bill will meau an increase In taxation
the regular every-day article, such as retails from $4 to $8, and a decrease on
in
tax on those retailing above $S, which might perhaps be considered luxuries.
In other words, in changing the form of the tax the House bill, which repealed
the so-called luxury taxes, has Increased the burden on the necessity and decreased it on the luxury. For example, assuming, as we must, that the tax
will be passed along to the consumer the same as any other cost of manu.
facture, an umbrella retailing for $5, under the existing law, will cost the consumer 10 cents in taxes (10 per cent of $1, the excess over $4). Under the proposed law the burden on the consumer will be 25 cents, or 5 per cent of $5. This
Increase applies to all umbrellas selling up to $8 retail, where the present and
proposed taxes are equal. Above the $8 retail price the proposed law reduces
present taxes until in the case of a $80 umbrella, which might with reason be
classed as a luxury, the reduction is from A2.60 tax to $1.50. Thus It appears
that on this (me article the amendment to the tax law shifts the burden from the
luxury to the necessity.
4. The amount 6f revenue to be derived through this tax is out all proportion to the trouble and expense to which the manufacturer will beofput
in keep.
Ing his records and making returns. Careful estimates made for the year
indicate a total production of $20,000,000 for the Industry. This was the 1920
bannor year, both in number of pieces and prices, for umbrellas. If umbrella
manufacturers do a business in 1922 of $12,000.000, they will exceed their expectations. Prices, as well as quantity, have been substantially reduced. Of
this not. more than 3* per cent will be sales by the manufacturer at more than
$2.50 per article, or $4,000,000, which at 5 per cent will yield but $200,000
revenue.
5. There is no reason why silk shirts, socks, stockings,
hats, picture
frames,, etc., should be freed from tax, regardless of value,neckties,
that does not apply
with equal or greater force to umbrellas and parasols,
RIBP OF THE SMOKING COAT AND LOUNGING ROBE INDUSTRY.

This memorandum Is submitted with particular reference to the amendment
of section 808, subdivisions 20 and 21 of section 900 of the revenue
act of
1918, and in particular paragraph 27 immediately following such subdivisions,
which amendment Is as follows:
"(27) House or smoking coats or jackets and bath or lounging robes if sold
for more than $3, 5 per centum."
In .connection with this proposed amendment there are two points
which
we Wfish to call the particular attention of the committee and urge antoamendment of the act proposed so as to obviate the difficulties and injustice which
the industry submits would be suffered by it'f these two objections were not
removed. In this connection, however, we wish to assure the committee that
the Industry has no desire to escape its just share of the burden of taxation,
and this memorandum is not directed toward any effort to avoid or evade
taxation, but is submitted solely in the interests of the business as a whole,
in the belief that unless the present act is amended in some respects it will be a
serious detriment to this industry, which indirectly affects business as a whole.
The two points which we wish to call to your attention are:
1. The as.t should go into effect as of January 1, 122, instead of as of the
passage of the act.
This industry is a seasonal one, about 90 per cent being contracted for in the
spring for the fall trade, and a substantial part thereof has already been
delivered.
AS am inevitable consequence, if the tax goes into effect as of August 15 or
upon date of passage anid prior to January 1, 1922, those wholesalers
and retailers who have already received shipments on account of their contracts will
be placed in a preferential position,, and those receiving subsequent deliveries
will be unable to compete successfully against them.
This perhaps would not be so serious if we were in times of prosperity and
the trade was active, but under the present condition of stagnation the effect
will be serious, will result in many cancellations or attempted cancellations of
orders, for which, on the ohe hand, the manufacturers will suffer and, on the
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other hand, the distributors who have failed to receive shipments prior to
August 15 or the date of passage of the act will suffer by reason of their Inability to compete with their competitors who have been fortunate enough to
have received a substantial part of their orders prior to that date.
This would all be remedied If the date when the tax is to go Into effect
were postponed until January 1. By that time the fall deliveries will be made,
and the tax would have been discounted in taking orders for the spring season.
The tax received from this industry will-not be a large one in any event, and
we submit that the loss of revenue to the Government by reason of postponing
the date of the incidence of the tax to January 1 as requested will be a trifling
one conipared with the damage which the Industry would suffer if the present
(late, August 15, or any date prior to January 1, 1922, is maintained.
2. The price at which house or smoking coats or jackets and bath or lounging robes are exempt from tax should be fixed at not less than $6.50 instead
of $8, as the act now reads.
This amendment is vital to the prosperity of the Industry, and we feel that
the framers of the bill In fixing .a price of $3 were insufficiently advised of the
trade ani the character of the garments and class of people who purchased the
cheaper grades of said articles.
The tax which Is sought to be Imposed Is presumably a luxury tax, and the
burden thereof is Intended to fall upon those who have means .sufficient to
afford same.
The purchasers of the cheaper grades of nil said articles are not of the
"well-to-do" or even of the "comfortably-off" class, but are principally people
.of small means and invalids. The bathrobe Is indispensable for invalids and
convalescents and is also part of the United States Army and Navy regular requirements. It is also very largely used by people of small means to give bodily
warmth owing to the high cost of fuel.
It Is a universal practice for housewives who do their own work to slip on
a bathrobe upon arising in the morning and to practically live in such bathrobe.
Likewise, the men of the family upon returning from work slip on a house or
smoking coat or jacket or bathrobe of the cheaper grade for the purpose of
saving their regular clothes, and it is a material economy. The house coat is
In fact a garment of the man of small means who Is a member of no club and
spends his evenings at home.
The cheaper grades of bath or lounging robes are made entirely of cotton.
and the cheaper grades of house o' smoking coats or Jackets are made of
cotton and wool shoddy mixed. The cotton bath robes and lounging robes
for adults, which comprise the greatbhulk of the trade, range from $2.75 to $10
apiece net wholesale, and the cheapest grades of house or smoking coats or
jackets made of cotton and shoddy range from $4 to $7.50 apiece net wholesale.
On the other hand, bathrobes and lounging robes containing any mixture of
silk sell for approximately $12.50 apiece and upward, and those containing
wool, even though tile warp be of cotton, sell from $11.50 apiece net and upwards wholesale. House or smoking coats or jackets containing a mixture of
silk range from $10 apiece net and upwards wholesale, and those containing
pure wool, even though with a cotton warp, from $7.150 apiece net and upwards
wholesale. The values most commonly used are thoAe ranging from $4.50 to $6
apiece wholesale.
An export trade in the cheaper grades of bath or lounging robes and house
or smoking coats or jackets has developed, and substantial shipments are being
made to Canada and other countries. Five per cent often represents the
greater part of the profit ir these transactions, anti the proposed tax would
seriously Interfere wlti ft if It did not arrest entirely the export trade In the
cheaper grades.
For the greater lart, the objections urged above would. be remedied by the
proposerI increase of the minimum price free from tax from $3 to $6.50, and
such a change is earnestly urged upon the committee.
In this connection we beg to point out that this is the only article mentioned
in tile act where the cheaper grades composed of cotton and cotton and shoddy
used by people of small means are taxed. For Instance, the limit of $2.5 placed
upon umbrellas eliminates from taxation entirely all cotton umbrellas and
places the tax only upon umbrellas containing linen or silk or some other more
expensive material, as is entirely proper for a luxury tax, and it Is, we submit,
unfair to the Industry that bath robes and lounging robes and house or smoking
coats or Jackets alone should have their limitation fixed at a figure so low as to
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include the cheapest grades and the ones most universally used by the men of
small means throughout the country.
In view of the importance to the industry of these suggested changes, we
would respectfully request a hearing, so that we may present more in detail the
facts in support thereof,
Respectfully submitted.
PoUak, Behrens & Co., New York City; Fischer, Jelenko & Posner,
New York City; Hamburger Bros., New York City; Jones-Brundage & Co., New York City; G. Mehringer & Co., New York City;
Wolf-Lit Co., New York City; Michael Cooper, New York City;
A. Rosenblatt & Sons Co., New York City.
BRIEF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE NOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY.
The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry did not appear
before the Senate Finance Committee to present its protest against the continuancv of the special war excise taxes which were levied against this industry
during the war as a war emergency measure only. The motion-picture Industry
is affected by three special war excise taxes, which consist of the following:
(a) A 5 per cent film sales tax, which is contained in title 9 of excise taxes,
section 906. This tax is levied on every transaction involving the sale, leasing,
or licensing of motion-picture filns for exhibition purposes.
It is our desire to have this tax eliminated immediately.
(b) A theater seating tax provided for under article 10, section 1000, subdivision 5, special taxes, which provides for an annual tax to be paid by each
theater based upon Its seating capacity, varying from $50 to $200.
(c) A 10 per cent admission tax contained in title 8, section 800, subdivision
1, taxes on admissions and duqs. This is a tax paid by the public on every ticket
of admission to every place of amusement, including the motion-picture theaters.
This tax Is being resented by the public and is one of the causes for the falling
off of attendance at theaters.
It is our suggestion that this tax be reduced 50 per cent..
The House Ways and Means Committee afforded this industry absolutely no
relief, and the House bill as passed and which is before the Senate Finance
Committee for considration adopted the view of the House Ways and M1eans
Committee. The House under that bill granted relief from similar taxes to
works of art, fur garments, perfumes, yachts, and other luxuries, but no relief
has been granted to the poor mian with reference to his amusement and entertainment, which is no longer a luxury but a necessity, particularly in communities where the motion-picture theater is the only form of relaxation and
entertainment afforded the poor man.
Iii these times of depression it is necessary to build up and maintain the
morale of the people and buoy up their spirits by affording them anmusement
and relaxation at prices within the bounds of their slender purses, and the
motion picture is doing that, as it helped to sustain the morale of the people
during the war.
The motion picture has now become a source of education as well as entertainment. The various countries throughout the world are combed for matters
of public interest and educational value to be reproduced on the screen for the
edification of the public. The purchaser of a work of art or a yacht costing
thousands of dollars can very well afford to pay a tax thereon, but the poor
man's amusement can ill afford to pay the taxes which are pyralnided and
which in, the long run are substantially consumed by the public.
It is true that the 5 per cent film sales tax has been shifted by the producer
or distributor to the exhibitor or theater owner, but it is impossible to shift
these burdens any longer, because the majority of the theaters throughout the
country are small theaters operated by comparatively poor men. The result
is the falling off of audiences at the theaters. which in turn is reflected by a
stagnation ili the business of the film producers and distributors.
It is eminently unfair to pick a handful of the industries of the country and
saddle them with excise taxes and allow other industries to be exempt, from
them. It seems tat the motion-picture and theatrical industries have been
selected as the targets against which were hurled every possible form of
municipal, State, and Federal tax-license and franchise fees. The industry has
now become so burdened with these onerous taxes--Federal, State, and munici-
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pal-tbat It iA iUAIposble to stagger any- longer under tle qAOt. Sowie Qf the
States are now beginning to follow in the fout.teps of the JFederal Qoverngeut,
For instate, the State of Connectg'Vt 8s, paseI 4 law levying a, 5 per cent
State tax on the price of adjlsio~ou. Thus the public is now copelled to pW
a 15 per cent admission tax in that State. Censorship laws have been passe4 iq
various States, and censorship fees have been so planned that they shall yield
not only suffcient for the operation 4"d ntintenance of the censorship board
but olso to provide a sl stoptial revenue gs well for the State government.
This tax burden 1 ust be coiisxnned son. elow, and it must naturally and necessarily reflect Itself In thte price of admission charged Oy the theaters, otherwise
the theaters Would be operated at a joss.
It does not aid the theater owner to be Informed that these taxes are levied
and linposed bckilsp tile theater has been plhcel in th category of liuxrIes,
This classification is challenged and its afpplicability denied, because the motion
picture has become to-day practically tMe onl.y moans of relaxation for the
poorer families, and in some communities it is their only means of relaxation.
Amusement is not a luxury. On the contrary, It is a necessity. If it were conceded even for the sake of argument only thtit the theater is a luxury, it should
be entitled to relief, because in times of depression so-called luxuries, are the
first to suffer and to bear a natural tax by way of diminution of business, and
It would be serving no purpose to pile an additional tax on its business, because
that would cause further stagnation.
The motion-picture Industry has been the source of substantial revenue to
the Government through the income tax paid by it, and unless it is fostered qnd
given an opportunity to return to normal the revenue to be derived will be
greatly diminished and the Governmient will defeat its own object.
The depression In the theaters has been felt directly by the motion-picture
producer and distributor. Several of the largest producing corporations have
been compelled to close their studios in the East, many otlYer producing laboratory corporations have absolutely suspended business, and several companies
have gone into the hands of receivers, throwing thousands of people out of em-

ployment. In the past year only one motion-picture producing company was

able to pay a dividend to its stockholders. Fort Lee, N. J., and Long Island
City, which were beehives of activity in the production of motion pictures, are
to-day practically dormant. Production In the industry has been out down to
approximately 85 per cent of normal, and no immediate relief seems to be in
sight. The motion-plicture producers and distributors can not afford to shoulder
these taxes nor can they be any longer shifted to the exhibitor and the public.
It is impossible for the exhibitor to reduce the price of admssion in theaters,
because present wage scales, material costs, overhead, and maintenance cost
are still almost at peak.
A period of strictest economy has set In In every branch of 'the industry,
front production right through to sales, and the era of high salaries has passed
except in those particular instances where contracts are still alive, and with
the expiration of these contracts reductions in salaries must take place or resignaitions will follow, The bottom tias practically been reached, still business
conditions do not brighten. The only relief will therefore be in a lifting of
these discriminatory toxes. Protest is made against the'r continuance, because
In a democratic form of government there should be a democracy of taxation.
In other words, it tax should be general and equal In its application or it should
have no place in our American plan of obtaining revenue for tile Government.
Our recommendation for the present is that the 5 Ifr cent. film sales tax be
removed, that the admission tax be reduced 50 per cent, and the seat!ug tax be
eliminated.

SOCIAL TAXES.
kRIE OF THE INvm&NATIoAL APPLE MOgPMS ' &S8O IATXO?,
TIKE WESTERN FRUIT JO BBE ' A980CIATI 0N OF AMMUGA, AND
THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF COMMON MERCENt! 01? TKE

UNItEE gIATIM.

Tlheqe 6r~hinzattons were formed fot Nr J"nflt but for the Qpbuildhig of
the feid1t ad %getable industry, betterment of tMde- eonditlons, oopettIon
with farmer clubs, fruit and vegetable groWers' asociations, commercial ot'ganizations, chambers of commerce, and tranhpo tation end G4ovnment egendes. Tey hive stcceAfullf i urviVed R Jertod tf 29, 27, afd 18, yea's, IreMretIvelyr, sh IWssftry aTid itniAplfsable links 1%the chain of distribution
AM mfiketfn~g of tod products.
O&uPATIONAL TAk,.

Sectift 1001 '(1) rvefue ect of 191' pt'0v:1es as folitoWs
"Brokers haHlpay $110. E ery person Whoe bus:nes It is to notlate purtlases or sales of Stocka, bonds, exchange, bullion, coined inoney, bank notes,
promissoty notes, other secritles, produce or mercftandise for others shall be
r~farded as a broker."
House bill 8245 proposes to continue this provision in effect.
OBJECTIONS.

1. The Bureau of Internal Revenue has construed this provision as including "a commission merchant receiving produce or merchandise (including
live stock) on consignment, to sell for account of the consignors." (Reg. 59,
art. 6.) Live stock has since been excluded, under a court decision that live
stock is not produce or merchandise.
2. The Bureau of Internal Revenue has also ruled that a broker is required to pay the tax "in respect of the main office and of each branch office."
(Reg. 59, art. 9.)
3. The intention of Congress was clearly to place the tax on brokers, and.
only brokers.
4. As defined in the law a broker is one who "negotiates purchases or sales."
5. The articles covered in the business of a broker, as defined in the law, are
stocks, bonds, exchanges, bullion, coined money, bank notes, promissory notes,
other securities (so far they all relate to transactions in money or investments,
etc.), and produce or merchandise.
Why should not the law be limited to financial transactions? Or If other
transactions are included, why not Include all transactions of a brokerage
character? Why should produce be Included and not live stock or real estate?
6. Commission merchants are not brokers. If they do a brokerage business
In produce (I. e., negotiate sales without taking possession of dle goods or the
money) they should be taxed if all brokers are taxed. But a commission merchant receives produce (I. e., fruit, vegetables, etc.) on consignment. He takes
physical possession of the property, assumes responsibility for it, pays the
freight charges, makes direct sales, and remits the proceeds less his commission.
He does not merely negotiate purchases or sales.
7. The United States Food Administration drew the proper distinction between brokers and commission merchants. The definitions were as follows:
"Brokers: Individuals, firms, corporations, associations that merely act as
intermediarips between buyer and seller In the purchase or sale of goods without
handling tie goods or without assuming any responsibility for or interest in
the goods themselves.
"Commission merchants: Individuals, firms, corporations, associations, or
exchanges that solicit for sale, or sell food products on a commission basis,
45
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or that act as agents "or representatives of growers In the marketing of food
products for a fixed package charge or on a percentage basis."
8. Any legislative definition of brokers for taxation purposes is objectionable
which does not include all brokers. Why should brokers in real estate, realestate mortgages, live stock, scrap iron, coal, and numerous other commodites
be exempted?
Any legislative definition of brokers for taxation purposes is objectionable
which includes those who are not brokers. The common understanding of a
broker is well known, and it is wrong in principle to describe as a brokerage
transaction that which is not a brokerage transaction. If a commission merchant dealing in produce is to be made a broker by legal definition, why not
Include a merchant dealing In silk, cotton piece goods, or other commodities
handled in the saute way on commission?
9. It Is unwise from an economic standpoint and discriminatory to place an
occupational tax on an agent of a grower of food products when the occupation of an agent of manufacturers of iron and steel products, rubber, textiles,
etc., are not taxed. Why should a burden be placed on production, handling,
or consumption of farm or orchard products when it Is not placed on similar
transactions In manufactured products?
10. It is unduly burdensome to place an occupational tax oli commission
merchants and repeat the tax In connection with every branch house which he
may have. Commission merchants have one occupation, wherever they way
perform it.
It is submitted that the words "produce or merchandise" be stricken out
of section 1001 (1).
This will confine the tax to financial transactions, a* originally intended.
If other kinds of brokers are intended to be taxed they can be specifically
named, as the law does now in the case of pawnbrokers (sec. 1001 (2)), ship
brokers (se. 1001 (3)), and customhouse brokers (see. 1001 (4)), etc.
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